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l, Abbreviated Version,
By means of a social--nsychologicalfield study, an
explanation was to be prepared on the extent to which noise
resulting from the flight operations of non-commercial air-
craft (1974 1,.800,O00take-offson 280 landing fields) repres-
ents an annoylng and disadvantageous environmental influence
for the affected population| in this case, an explanation
was also to be presented on the extent to which non-physical
factors have a determining effect on the reaction to ,ircraft
noise, and what measures are undertaken for protecting a_ainst
" aircraft noise or are desired by public officials (chapter 2).
For this purpose, residents near the landing fields in
Braunschweiy,,Bonn-Hangelar, Egelsbach and Earlsruhe-Forchheim
were selected for interview -- after preliminary tests
in Hartenholm; this involves a random sample of persons
from 18 to 70 years from 9 areas of various expo,_u_'eto
aircraft noise due to take-offs, landings and fly-overs
(chapter 3) •
The standardized questionnaire employed contains aprox.
190 points (including several attitude scales) on 6 aspects:
Disturbance due to flight operations, evaluation of the noise
problem due to recreational flights, measures to reduce
aircraft noise, living conditions and personality character-
istics, opinions and attitude related to noise, data on the
interview situation (chapter 4).
From the study conducted in April, 1975 (employin£,predetermined addresses), 398 interviews resulted, (with
5% rejections and 10% failures due to other causes, 85%
of the contacted persons were interviewed); conversations
with official persons (landing field administrator, mayors,
chairmen of citizen initiatives, etc.) produced additional
background information. Acoustical measuremenIs were carried
out at 5 points in Braunschweig in supplement (chapter 5).
The evaluation of the data (ineludinc,corelation sta-
tistical procedures) was carried out by computer prog,rams
at the computer center in Hambourg (chapter 6).
The results show that approximately hail of the affected
persons evaluate fliF,ht operations as annoyance, above all
because of the disturbance in relaxation and evening, quiet
(inside and especially outside) and an obstacle to communi-
cation; approximately one-quarter of the persons interviewed
considers it a detriment at least in the reduction of re-
creation _nd leisure possibilities at home. The general
noise sensitivity or the evaluation of the offices respon-
sible for fli_ht operations have a substantia! influence
for example, on the extent of their reactions. Approximately
three-quarters of tllepersons ].ivinF,ne_r airports support
the demand ]'orlimitations in fli{dltoperations, while more
than half are thinkin_ about the noontime, a long period of
•Numbers in the mar_in indicate pagination in the foreiy,n text.
0 '
night rest and Sunday afternoons and the majority does notwant to accept any excep io s. The acoustical measurements
produced average levels between 47 and 76 dB(A), i.e. values
clearly above the background noise level (chapter 7).
The necessity for measures against excessive aircraft
noise stress results from an evaluation of the problem of
aircraft noise; the legal ordinance prepared by the Federal
Government on temporal limitation of the flight operations
should substantially meet the desires of the interviewed
persons, a_ least if these are constructed consistantly.
Other measures, however, -- of a technical, population planning
_ information political type -- should be added; further re-
search could provide assistance for decisions (chapter 8).
@
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21 Problems: /5
2.1: The Problem of Noise due to Sport Fli£hts--
In no way does aircraft noise represent a problem
only in the surroundings of large airports, and disturbance
and annoyance are not caused only by jet aircraft of the
• commercial travel companies or the air force. Rather, many
persons living near landing fields, opened neither to com-
mercial nor military flight operations, consider their
- living conditions ne£.ativelyinfluenced, and they announce
this by protests and citizen initiatives.
In addition to the i0 large airports of civilian avi-
ation (Frankfurt, Dmsseldorf, [,'IQnchen,Hamburg, Stuttg>art,
Hannover, Cologne/Bonn, Nurenberg, Bremen, 5aarorucKen)
and about 115 military landing fields, there are more than
280 landing fields, or commercial landing fields (compare
table i) in the Federal Republic of Germany, essentially
serving private and recreational flight, including flight
training and company flights.
On the av_ra£e, therefore, there is one landing field
for each 620km-(when assuming equal distribution, theaver-
age distance would be aprox. 25km): the survey map of the
Federal Institute for Flight Safety presented in figure
1 shows this fact.
Table iI Number of Landing Fields for Non-commercial Traffic@
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A Total
B Data from 1975 accordinc,to tl_eFederal Office for
Statistics (expert series H, III., aviation)+ without
airports for commercial m_affic.
There were ap_ox. 50000 aircraft take-offs at the commercial
ai_porYs (chiefly jet aircraft), compared to a total of
i17_8000 t_ke-offs in 197a in non-commercial aviation,
i/3 ,)fwhich could be attributed _o training fliy,hts and more _
thin%half to priw_te fli_,hts(the remainder zo company fli[[.hts
[. _s well as self-startin{_motor gliders); as %able 2 shows, , .
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this signifies an increase of more than 5_'_since 1968.
i_ Table 2: Flights in Non-commercial Avis%ion of the Federal
Republic of GermAny:
A 1968 I 11"_ 40¢
Au::._.h]d_:z"S_.a"ts 1969 I 372 500
1970 1 439 500.fvo::,,,otO,'-f]_/]:;_.",U',,'::
• 1971 I " "_
- (paus :.elb,._'t.st,,_'tc.,:der 19"/.2 1 831 02(,
_¶ ... • , )
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A Number of Take-Offs of Notorized Aircraft (in Addition
to Self-starting motor gliders)
B Data According to the Federal Office for Statistics,
Expert Series Hill., Aviation: 1975.
The non-commercial traffic cannot be neglected as a noise
problem, both based onthe number of affected locationsand on the basis of flight frequency -- th commercial landing
field with the highest frequency, Egelsbach in Hessen,
has more than lO0,00 flights per year. The sound levels,
however, are considerably lowers While a jet aircraft taking
off in the residential areas at the airport generally achieves ....
a level between 80 and 1_O dP(A), the rake-offs of small
propeller machines are usually heard at 50 to 80 riB(A).
Decisive for the extent of the disturbing effects,
of course, is the position of the ail.'portin relation to
populated areas. ,lh_"nthe take-off or landing line, as well . .
as the prescribed app1"oachpath run over residential areas
(or abo,,cpopular recreation areas), a noise stress is un-
avoidable fOr the nei_',hborslalthou_j_most commercial landin£,
fields are situated at a relative distance from populated
centers, still numerous cities and villages are disturbedby aircraft noise.
The non-commercial fli/;htoperations under examinatinn
here, usually with one (in part two) _"enblne aircraft up to
2000 ton take-off weir<hi(increased in number since 1970
. by about I/4 to about 5000) include all sport and training,
fli{_hts,private charter and business fl'_1_.,ht_,_-ours and
si{'.htseeirw-,fli('.hts,advertisin.<flit<his,demonstration fli-
CJ_t.s,maintenance fliKhts etc., furthermore the towing rake-offs
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for glidersl in the following reference will be made, in a
simplification, briefly to recreational aircraft, recreational
flying and aircraft noise due to sport aircraft ......
To what extent aircraft noise due to sport aircraft
represents a disadvantageous and annoying environmental
effect for the affected population is to be examined by the
social-psycho!ogical field study presented in this report.
2.2: Considerations on Noise Protection:
_. In order to maintain his social, psychological and so-
matic wellbeinz (as is the definition for health of the
I World Health Organization), human beings require the pro-tection from excessive noise stress. The considerable effects
of aircraft noise especially in the case of jet engines
has underlined the necessity for legal noise protection:
in 1971 a "law for protection a_ainst aircraft noise" was
passed "for protecting the general public from danger,
considerable disadvantages and considerable stress due _o
aircraft noise in the surroundings near airports".
This provides for the establishment of noise protection
areas, two so-called protection zones I. and II., in which
the equivalent constant sound level Leq is greater than
75 or than 67 dB(A).
In this area residences and establishments requiring
protection (schools, hospite.ls, and simular institutions)
may, in part, no lon_er be constructed, partly only when
maintaining defined sound protection requirements with
subsidies possible to a certain extent for buildings already
present. "
This law, however, applies only "to (5) commercial air-
ports, connected to commercial traffic and (2) military
airports, serving the operation of aircraft with jet engines":
42 airports are affected and, of course, none of the 280
commercial landing fields.
Propeller aircraft, of course, a_-e also subject to
the permit conditions set down by the Federal Office for
Aviation for Jet Engines, in which defined sound protection
requirements must be fulfilled. The basis is the aviation
law, according _o which an aircraft can only receive permit __9
for travel, when "the technical equipment of the aircraft
is designed in such a manner that the sound arising through
the operations does not exceed the measure unavoidable
according to the individual state of the art in technology"
(paragraph 2).
The A sound level may therefore not exceed 68 d5 _n the
case of propeller aircraft up to 600 kg take-off weight;
this limi_ value rises up _o a maximum 87 dB in the case of
5700 kg maximum take-off weight (compare News for Aviators
II.-32/72). Special regulations apply partially for already
6
available aircraft.
Such a limitation has an effect on the volume occuring,
but, of course, not on the flight frequencies. Therefore
the subject has been discussed for sometime, whether the
flight traffic should be limited at commercial landing fields,
at least for certain times or defined routes. The corresponding
draft of a legal ordainance prepared by the Federal _,linistry
- of the Interior aims at temporal bans, applied to landing
fields with more than 2000 flights anually and for the
non-commercial flight operations with aircraft up to a
maximum weight of 2000 kg (light aircraft and motorized
" gliders),
"On weekdays in the time after sunset and before 7.00 a.m.
and between l:O0 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. as well as on Sundays
and holidays before 9:00 a.m. and after l:00 p.m., a) flights
around the field, _0 training flights, with the exception
of cross-country training flights and other training flights
beyond the surroundings of the landing field, in so far as
these flights continue for more than one hour, CO tours
and sightseeing flights for profit , D) advertising flights
requirin£: a permit and E) aircraft towing take-off s, with the
exception of take-offs for delivery and high-performance
flights are impermissible".
The limitations in time are to be disrey.,ardedfor air-
craft (with the exception of night fliy,hts), meeting, the
raised sound protection requirements, specifically, falling
below the defined emission limit values (compare above)
by 5 dB (after 1978 by 8 dBO.
To what extent such a le _al ordinance is appropriate
(also subject to the authority of the traffic F.inistry),
is still being discussed at present: information on the
necessity of the protection from aircraft noise at commercial
landing fields can be provided by the social-scientific
survey.
_2.3z The Concept of _oise:
The concept "noise" is applied as self explanatory,
and hardly anyone has difficulties of immag.ining something
about this term; however, "noise" has proven to be extremely
difficult to define for "science".
The smallest common denominator, so to speak, to which
tl_e various noise, definitions can be reduced, consists in
the sentence, "noise is undesirable sound".
A corresponding definition _s found, for example,
in the report of the "Committee on the Problem of Noise",
a body appointed by the English Oovernmen_ to deal with
noise ouestions (Noise -- i_inal Report, 196:50 p.2: compare
also, for example, it_rmann, 1968, p.7851 Lr_'ter, 1970 p.ll
or _iso Ol_.'_'sand Singer, 1972, p.15). This characterization
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of noise impliesthat "noise"is perceivedby the listener
as unpleasant, as something disturbing and annoying,. _.=
The aspect of the disturbing or the annoying is also
taken "intoconsideration in noise legislation, in standards
and similar determinations, such as the VD_ Guideline 2058
or the DIN Standard 1320. In the "technical directive for
,_ protection against noise" (paragraph 16 of the commercial
regulations_ 1969) it states, for example, "Noise is sound
which can disturb (endanger, considerably annoy or provide
considerable disadvantage) or would disturb neighbors or
third parties".
The sounds of taking-off and landing aircraft are
apparently "noise" according, to this definition. In this
case it is also the "third parties", i.e. the residents
not proffiting from the airport, subjected to the sounds.
An essential factor appears to be the fact that one is
"subjected" to noisel This is not a perception (or an activ.-
ity such as smoking as a risk factor of another type",
which is intended.
The brief formulation of "noise as sound perceived
as undesirable or disturbing," contains the problems in a
concentrated form confronting noise research. Sound --
i.e. a ph_,sical process, relatively simple and precise to
measure -- is defined as a necessary, but by no means suf-
ficient component for the statement of "noise".
"Sound level" (unit: dB) is a physical measure for _ithe acting sound pressure. The concept "vo ume" (unit: phon)
involves the human auditory sense (determined by experimentally
predetermined sound stimuli_ i.e. d!!can be measured with
aparatus, but phons only determined by several evaluators,
-- or estimated by calculations. "Loudness" (unit: sone)
is the volume converted to an absolute scale.
The attempt to relate a scale of the perceived, subjective
di_turb:mce due to a sound ("Roisiness") with sufficient
uni<<ueness to the physical characteristics of the sound
has not produced especially good results _compare in this
connection e.{_. hryter, 1959; Zwicker, 1960; oteven_,
1961_ furthermore the presentations in B[_rck etal, 1965,
or Fryter, 1970).
"_o ° "ise is not a physical quantity, but an evaluation,
implyinA "stimulus" and "reaction" moments. In a simplifi-
cation, the evaluation of noise can be interpreted as the
effect, on the one hand, of the physical characteristics
of the sound event, and on the other hand, of factors used /,
as a basis for jud{_ing sounds as noise, z_
Accordin_,ly, "noise" is understood as a reaction aspect,
resulting from acoustical stimulus components (e.g.level,
spectrum, rempor:_l structure and frequency etc.) and non-
acoustical determinants of effect (e._. type and location of
8
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sound source, point in time, undesirability, etc.).
In a similar simplification, the social, psychological
and somatic effects of nolse can be interpreted as the result,
on the one hand, of noise factors (acoustical as well as
non-acoustical) and, on the other hand, of the circumstances
of 'the situation and the ind]ridual and characteristics
of the affected persons.
Accordingly, "noise" will be understood as a stimulus
aspect (e.g. endangering, disadvantageous, annoying sound
events) and "noise effects" as a reaction aspect, resulting
from noise conditions and codetermining personality character-
istics and environmental characteristics (e.g. dwellin_ sit-
ua_ion, physical and men_al condition, adaptation, etc.)
as "moderators" noise processing.
The diagram in figure 2 illustrates this and simultane-
ously makes it clear that monocausal interpretations of noise
effects are generally inappropriatel the reactions to be
examincd (to "sound" as to "noise") cannot be explained
sufficiently on the basis of exclusively acoustical aspects.
Figure 2: Diagram on the Concept of Noise:
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3 Evaluation factors _\ "/....... /
C Evaluation of "noise ..............
D Environment, Personality _.......................................................
E Noise Effects
The research on "moderators", codeterminin_ the type and
degree of noise effects (i.e. explaining differing reactions
within the same type of stimulus conditions), therefore
plays a substantial role in the more recent aircraft noise
research (compare especially the DFG research report on the
effects of aircraft noise, 1974, or the extensive survey
_- in Rohrmann et al., 1975). In this connection, several
Swedish studies can be mentioned (Cederlbff et al., 1967,
Sbrensen, 1970 and others), demonstrating the considerable
influence on the evaluation -- experimentally manipulated
here -- of sound source on the disturbance due to (aircraft)
noise.
BeYond the undesirability oz the disturbance, i.e.
a conscious evaluation of sound events by the affected per-
sons, sufficiently loud noises may have direct and/or due to
the annoyin_ effect other, for example, physical consequences
-- reduction of sleep depth, deterioration of performance,
physiological mistakes -- without connecting this with the
corresponding "annoyance" or "deterioration" experience.
Accordingly, any sound reducing the psycho!ogical, social
and/or physical wellbeing_ would have to be considered "noise".
Klo'sterk6tter (1973, p.l) formulated in summary, "noise is
undesirable, disturbing or health-dammaging sound".
When aircraft sounds are almost always termed "aircraft
noise", this is not conceptually correct, in the sense of
the considerations presented; not all persons, perceiving
aircraft acoustically, _ill perceive the sounds as disturbing
etc., i.e. as noise (compare the critical explanations
made by Guski, 1975). Outside of science as in research,
however, the corresponding language useage dominates, so that
the strict differentiation between "aircraft noise" and
"aircraft sounds" will be dispensed with here. . .
"Aircraft noise" therefore means: The sound stress
to the population caused by air traffic, the undesirability
of which is not a matter of contention (at leas% for the
majority of the _,_eneralpublic or the neighborhood), and
which is the object of legislative interrest.
2.4: State of the Art of Aircraft Noise Research:
The systematic research of the effect of aircraft noise
on human beings began in the fifties in the USA; studies
followed in numerous European countries and Japan. These
are chiefly social-scientific surveys, intended to F.ather
information, above all, on spontaneously expressed or called
for data on annoyance_ several more recent studies included
medical studies in addition _o the socioloAical and psych-
olog_ical aspects (especially psycho-physiolo_ical experiments).
The studies mentioned were chiefly carried out as surveys
of a representative sample from the neighborhood of civilian
commercial airports and were related to predetermined flight
operations; furthermore, several field studies with cn:_si-
experimental fli_!_htsmade it possible to evaluate specifically,
the disturbance effect of individual fly-overs (e.g. Elwell,
1953; }{obinson et al., 1963; l_ryter e_ al., 1969).
I0
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Table 3, List of SeveralSocial-ScientificAircraftNoise
studies:
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Key
A Country
B Fublication
C Locations of the Study
d Great Brittain
E France
F The Netherlands
G Switzerland "
11 Scandanavia
1 G I)R
,1 ["RG
}i DFt; Research Report on Aircraft Noise Effects (197_)
I,Civil Jan Airports
1,Il,iilitaryAirports
N End
0 Further
t' 't'he I,iost Important Aircraft Noise Studies are compiled
in Table 3 (Especially the Studies in tire USSR, FttG
and dapari lncl.uded an.interdisciplinary Research t>ro[ram) i
]'n All Cases (Nit, h the Exception of the (;I)R) l,lore than
One-Thousand }'ersons were interviewed.
The result on the type and extent of deterioration due
to aircraft noise and on the influ(;nce of non-physical factors
on disturb_mce and annoyance can be summarized as follows
(wit_l]l[-ir tO the survey in }_ohrmnnn et a.l., 197L_),
-- Persons exposed to aircraft noise feel disturbed, nei,atively
influenced, nnnoye.d,above all in the followir:Mpoin'tsi
eolnmunicat.i.on(convo['sation,radio/tv/'IraJsic,telephone
tails), r,'laxntion and zee_ .,, tion (inside outside),
sleep, ment.ul work, beinl', star'tled and fear, sensations of
pain (head ear) vibration<;,(moreover, smel]s and
.... ,,_! ,kl, |'At,l:,
ntl,.,,,-' LIUA|'ITY
, \\,, l;'t_iR 11
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pollution are listed). These effects constitute a gener-
ally negative attitude towards aircraft noise.
-- The aircraft noise effects mentioned increase with rising
frequency, volume and duration of fly-overs, but there
i'_ only a mean correlation between stimulus and reaction
variab].esof r=0.25 to 0.56 in different studies: i.e.
the variability of the (individual) reactions to aircraft
noise can only be exp]ained to a slight portion by
stimulus characteristics (expressed in other words,
Even in the case of low degrees of noise, numerous
p_rsons feel disturbed, while even at high degrees of
noise a portion of the neighbors remains even-tempered).
When only average reaction values -- disre_'.ardin_',specific
effects of personality and situation -- are of interest,
good results of predictability of disturbance and annoy
ance due to acoustical aircraft noise amounts are achie-
ved.
-- The selection of a definite acoustical measure is prac-
tically without significance for the amount of correlation
between aircraft noise deg,ree and disturbance. Whether
the freeuency or volume of fl_-over events determine
the degree of disturbance more greatly, and which equiva]ent
relationship best reflects the influence of the _)aram-
eters (to which de_,,re_a certain assumption of equal
value is justified fo.'effects of daily aircraft noisestress) does not yet seem conclusively explained,
-- The result is produced from experiments with fly-overs,
among,other thin_s, that the evaluation of annoyance
is determined above all by the impression of loudness
_;ainedoutside,
-- Aircraft noise is considered the most unpleasant of all
types of noise in the social environment (both by persons
actually affected as in the i_ination).
-- Personality characteristics and environmental conditions
of the situation have a considerable influence on the
type and degree of disturbance and annoyance due to air-
craft noise. The most important moderators resultini<
from the research are (_;eneral)noise sensitivity,
fears for health (due to noise), (no) trust in responsible
persons, (net',ative)evaluation of air traffic, conser-
vative attitude, (lon{<er)duratiOn of residence, a{',e,
fearfulness.
-- ,.'4hena attempt is made _o predict the disturbance
reaction to aircraft noise tI_rou{J_stimulus data and
throu{J_moderator variables to_ether (multiple re.P,ression
analysis), it is demonstrated that a maximum of aprox.
2/3 c[ tile reaction variability can be determined_
the partial prediction capability of the moderators
(especially of variables of _'.eneFalnoise evaluation)
is at ]east as lari',eor even lar{[erthan the influence of
acoustical aircraft noise characteristics)which do not
make any satisfactory explanation of individual aircraft
g
noise reactions possible alone).
-- Clinical and experimental studies with residents near
airports point to an alteration in the cardiovascular
_ system as a result of aircraft noise exposure. The
vasomotoric stimulus response to sound appears to reflect
defensive activation to a {;resterde£ree in persons
. with more daily exposure to aircraft noise (furthermore,
occasionally l_i{',herrates of premature births have been
noted near airports).
-- Aircraft sounds at night reduce the sleep depth to a
de([reewhich cannot be compensated for a_,aindurinF,the
niI',I_t.This disturbance is frequently not remembered
the next morning, but ol,_erpersons are also frequently
awakened. _hile children in the laboratory are not
awakened so easily, women residin_ near airports report
on uneasy sleep of their children.
-- Observations of behavior in children from areas near
the airports I_avebeen carried out only seldomly in a
systematic forml the available findings point to the risk
of behavioral disturbances in infants and small children.
-- The effects of daily exposure to aircraft noise on the
{_eneralperformance capability in task situations are
not clear. There is a tendancy to demonstrate (,_reatervariations in performance duriny,actual noise exposure
and a reduction in concentration capacity in the case
of residents near airports, who are especially annoyed
about aircraft noise.
-,- In the analysis of (aircraft) noise effects on performance
behavior, not only direct, but also subseauent effects
must be considered_ adaptation and retention of performance
may be connected to "post-adaptive" costs.
-- l,ieasuro,s at'ainsttl_edirec_ aircraft noise effects,
for example structural sound protection, are only realized
by a small po_'tionof the residents near airportsl
satisfaction with success is limited. Also, personal
complaints and protests at'ainstt'li{,htoperations are
presented by only a few percent of the affected persons
(considerably more participate in collective activities
apainst aircraft noise).
','_henthe aircraft noise effects _athered in the social
survey are evaluated -- for example, ne{',ativeinfluence on
communication, reduced recreational value of the home, dis-
turbance in concentration, sensation of pain, nervousness
and sensation of fear -- aKainst the clai1_for sot_'ati.c,
psycholo{_.icaland social well-being<(i.e., a,_ainstthe health
concept of the Wil(_),aircraft noise stress',must be considered
a serious deterioration of hea].th_within the interpretation
of the law for protection a_ainst aircraft noise, considerable
d]s[l(IvaI]_,_(?sand anno,_,[inoesOCOt.lr.
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14anifest somatic diseases, certainly attributable to
flight operations, are still unknown in residents near air-
ports. The disturbance to sleep at night and defensive
action processes, more frequently ascertained in persons
with a higher degree of aircraft noise stress, are statistic-
ally noticable and appear risky in the sense of a somatic
concept of health.
The various results in the aircraft noise research up
to now, however, have not yet been able to explain all
questions (for example, on the deterioration in the daily
private areas of behavior or on processes of adaptation
and sensitization), and they can also not be generalized
randomly, because they usually refer to adult residents
of larvae cities as well as to airports for jet aircraft.
There has then still been no study published, at least
in Germany, on the reaction of the population in small cities
or in the country, and especially none on the disturbing
effects of smaller propeller machines.
Although the available studies on aircraft noise repres-
ent a very _reat, methodological aid (especially the DFG
research report on the effects of aircraft noise, 1974),
they still do not make any sufficient evaluation of the noise
problem from sport _ircraft possible: an empirical study
already appeared necessary because of the different social-
psycholo_ical importance of the noise source.
2_.5: Goal of the Stud__:
An explanation is to be provided throu,_h a social-
scientific field study to what extent noise as a result of ..
flight operations of (li[\ht) aircraft in non-commercial
aviation represents a disadwlnta{<eous and annoying< environmental
effect for the affected population.
The following questions were to be answered,
-- In which areas of life the residents near commercial
].andin{,_fields feel disturbed by aircraft noise, to what
de,free are especially communication and re[leneration
processes reduced?
-- ,_h_.Itportion of the affected persons evaluate the {liven
flight operations as considerable ne_:ative influence?
-- 'Io wht_t extent _re the type and decyee of reac%ions
to aircrnft noise co-determined by the livin[" conditions
and personality ch_-_r_cteristics (non-physical ]_rameters,
"moderntors" of the noise effect)?
-- Which measu_'es -- especi_-_llylimitations of f'].iF.htoper-
ations -- are desired for reducin{_,the aircraft noise
stress?
The main {',oalof the study was to provide a better
estimation of the protection reouirements of the popul:-_tion
ne_ir l:<Indin_'_fields with recreational flight operations. • "
@
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3, STUDY PLAN_,
).I}_ _@thodological Conception,
The study method was the survey of a random sample of
residents near several well frequented landing fields of
non-commercial flight operations in north, west and southern
Germany by interviewers, using a standardized questionnaire.
This concept was to _;uarantee that the results are
representative for the affected population and are comparable
with other aircraft noise studies.
Only a systematic sample ensures the possibility for
generalization of the results_ when the emphasis is placed
on those persons, who have presented protests and complaints
to the appropriate officials (of their own accord) or may
belon_ _o an anti-noise initiative, the results may deviate
from the opinion of the entire population of residents in
the areas near airports.
In the Anlllo-American aircraft noise research, a dif-
ferentiation is made between the criteria "complaints"
(spontaneously expressed) and "annoyance" (in answers to
questions on oisturbance and annoyance); the inadeouacy
of "complainants" studies led to the development of "annoy-
ance" scales, i.e. standardized measurement instruments
(using, the methods of psychometrics) for _atherin_, data onopinions and attitudes on the stress due to ai craft noise.
The method of a standardized survey -- i.e.. the same
questions for all study persons and application of predeter-
mined answers, as well as quantitative judg, ement scales
-- also seemed appropriate because the (computer) evaluation
aimed mainly at correlation-statistical procedures and,
moreover, the most direct comparability with the available
studies (above all, the aircraft noise project of the Cerman /I
Research Association) was desired.
The following steps had to be taken to conduct the study
plan :
-- Selection of the study locations and drawin_i of the
samples (chapter 3)
-- Preparation and testing',of the social-psycholo_ical
questionnaire (with attitude scales) (chapter 4);
-- instruction for the interviewers and conduction of the
surveys (chapter 5).
A survey on content and schedual for the course of the
study is provided in Figure 1 in Section 3.6.
" ]t was not possible for f'inantial reasons to conduct
acoustical measurements at all locations of the study, but it
was possible to define the survey areas usin_ _, available data
on fli_:ht operations (above all, statistics on numbers of
flights). ]n order t,oI'ain ]nt'orm:itionon the usual sound
occuritv', the area aroun(1 tilelandin{: field, however,level An
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measurements were planned at one of the landing fields.sound(limited in extent).
The study carried out was conceived as a pilot st_dy,
already because cf the limitations in financial means _Lad
especially in time and it is not capable of course, of any
- exhaustive analysis of the process of aircraft noise effect
or definitive statements on the various types of aircraft
noise stress in the area of non-commercial air traffic l
however, it should represent an aid in decisions for the
evaluation of the _iven stresses and possible measures for
the protection of the general public or the neighborhood.
\
)_.2: Definition of the Sample,
The sample to be surveyed should be the best possible
representation of the population in the area around airports. /20
It therefore appeared logical to select several study lo-
cations (on this subject see 5.3) and to pick a random
selection of all citizens who could be surveyed within this
determined residential area.
The sample was drawn without demoF,raphic restrictions,
with the exception of the age limits from 18 years (age of
discretion ) and 70 years (it is usually difficult to survey
older persons) (for more details see 3.4)
ThrouFh the utilization of the public residents' roy.-
istration files it was possible to draw a random sample andto present these to the interviewers for the survey in the
form of complete addresses.
Approximately 50 to lO0 s_urve_v_oin aprox. 5 cities were
planned, a total of 300 to 350 inlerviews. • '
This extent of sample can be considered sufficient for
the task £iven herel takin{_ into consideration more than 5
airports would have produced too F.re_t a division of the
sample as well as work _nvolved in th survey. In addition,
a defined location w_is not at the center of interest, but --
only the corresponding population group as a whole.
FurthernDre, the sample was to be defined in such a
manner that both the area directly adjacent _o the aircraft
take-offs was 'tobe considered, as well as areas with fly-
over_', but not situated in the direc_ neiAhborhood of the
landing',field; for this reason, at least 2 survey areas
per location were considered in each case.
Each of these individual areas was conceived as a
"cluster", i.e. as a bundle of _idjacent houses with the
closest possib].e boundaries from a residential area with about
three or four street _
]:_.ythis means, the aim can be achieved of a relatively
smooth spread within _:t survey area in a socio].o{:icaland,
above all, acoustie'_l point -,fview (the or_anization of the
survey is, of course, also more simple). Since noise measure-
16
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!were possible at most study locations, the clear
ments not
correlation of each sample area to the airport gained in
significance.
The sample concept then planned, on the whole, for a
cluster sample with aprox, i0 clusters at 5 airports, each
cluster defined as a random sample.
3.3s Selection of the Stud_. Locations:
Partially locations of lar_._ecities, partially small
cities in different regions of the Federal Republic were to
serve as study locations, havin_ landing fields with comparable
flight operations; a sufficiently dense population near the
take-off and landing path was required for reasons of sample
techniques.
The 15 most often used landing fields of non-commercial
flight operations with 20,000 or more take-offs per year
are compiled in table 4_ aprox. 50 further landin4_ fields
have more than lO,O00 take-offs anually.
After inspecting Hartenholm, Uetersen, Oanderkesee,
Braunschweig, hassel-Calden, Essen!V,_lheim, ,.l_ncheng,]adbach,
Bonn-Hanf'_elar,l<oblenz-Winnigen, Vgelsbach, Llannheim-Neuostheim,
harlsruhe/Forchheim, Baden-l_aden!Oos, Freiburg, Augsburg/
N_hlhausen and Landshut, 5 landing fields were selected for
the following reasons (after discussions with an acoustics
expert) z
-- ['raunschweig, because of the residential area directly
beneath the take-off line, the highway as a competing noise
source and the possibility of acoustical measurements /'2.__
(in cooperation with the Physical-Technical Federal
Institute) ;
-- Bonn (or St. AuFmstin) because of the dense population
east of the airfield and a relatively loud suburban
tram, _iswell as the intensive public discussion (includin_f
several si_nature actions)_
-- F,gelsbach as the ].andinF,field with the most fli_hts
(aprox. 50,000 take-offs more fli/:.htsthan numerous
commercia! airports) and because of the additional dis-
turbance f_ctor o1" railway noise;
-- Kar]sruhe (or Forchheim) as cities in southern Germany
and also because of an active citizens' initiative.
As location for t_e preparatory explorations and question-
naire testing, finally, the small community of
-- }{nrtenholm was selected, on the one h_nd, situated well
into the country and verb'ouiet, on the other hand,
however, havin{* noise stress due to fli._J_toperations,
a heavily trafficed Federal street and a shooting ran{'.e.
0
_[aps for the selected airfields are given in figures3 to 6or 7 (llartenholm) with the prescribed traffic circuit.
When several of the larger commercial landing fields
have not been taken into consideration, then only because no
larger residential areas are situated in the direct area of
.. influence of the take-off and landing path, as clearly shown
in figure 7, for example, lq_nchengladbach, Nannheim and
Augsburg,.
Table 5 provides information on the development of air
traffic at the survey locations and the division according
tc training, company and private flights (including sport
and business flights).
At many airports, there are in addition to the ,operation
of propeller machines, _'lights of other machines, for ex-
ample, helicopters of the police or border police or also
small jet aircraft for business flights, just as important
for disturbance and annoyance.
It hardly appears possible to exclude such effects_
therefore the direct question was asked in Eraunschweig,
where a jet of the VW company takes-off almost daily, about
the disturbing effect of this flight in order to establish
a comparison with the annoyance about sport aircraft.
Furthermore, the individual survey areas were selected
by using the residential structure. Two such clusters ap- _,_8peared sufficient for each lo ation, but in St. Augustin
near Bonn -- where the active participation of citizen
initiatives made a better foundation of the results necessary
-- a third cluster was added to enlarge the sample; for the
test location (Hartenholm), however, one was sufficient.
A systematic correlation of the clusters _o the take- -
off line, landing line and area of traffic circuit was,
of course, not possible because of the tie to the predetermined
local situation (for each cluster, an enclosed residential
area of aprox. 300 residents was required; compare 3.L_).
The decisions reached are compiled in table 6.
Three clusters were located almost directly beneath
, ,N.,, BAH) two directlythe take-off/l_nding line (BSB n,w
under the traffic circuit (ihNA,_BST), _wo at the side of
take-off ano landin_, lines (BOB, EGE) and two to the side
of the traffic circuit (I-NN, LAF); the distances _o the airport
are also divergant, as is shown in table 6 and figure 3 to 6.
Therefore, 9 areas were defined as the basis for the
actual sample drawing.
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3.4, Sample Drawing} _2
In order to achieve the desired number of interviews,
at first 300, and after the addition of a third cluster in
St. Augustin, 340, aprox. 38 successful interviews, were
necessary for 9 clusters.
- The sample calculation shown in table 7 was carried out
for this purpose.
According to the estimated loss rates (taken from the
DFG research report on the effects of aircraft noise, and
Rohrmann, 1974), therefore approximately 500 addresses had
to be employed. S_.nce only one person per household was
to be interviewed, if possible, only every 3.5th address
could be considered_ therefore, the size of each cluster
had to be selected so that it comprized approximately 300 /
residents, or about 200 between the ages of 18 and 70 years.
The actual drawing of the sample was carried out in the
following manner.
-- Preparing a list of street and house numbers included
in the cluster (compare the illustrations in figures
3 to 6)_ the cluster ENA is presented as an example in
figure 8.
-- Preparing a list of all residents in the cluster, if
possible, all 18 to 70 year-olds, using the official
residents; files (partially by computer, partiallyby hand).
-- Removing all persons below 18 and above 70 years, as well
as all foreigners or persons with the first place of
residence in a foreign country (1798 persons remained ' '
as a basis lis_ -- the plan according to table 7 was
1764).
-- Drawin{_ every 3.Sth sddress (in order to avoid possible
confusion, alternating between every third, fourth or
every second/third/fourth or every third/fourth!fifth
person, according to the size of the list per cluster).
-- Subseouent drawing of substitute persons (e._. in-so-far
as it Is _pparent that several persons landed in the sa'_ple
from the sane household).
\
qhe planned 504 addresses resulted, an average of 56
per cluster; also compare table ii in 5.4 (these small dif-
ferences between the clusters are partially accidental, and
they are partially based on the number of suitable streets
or houses).
A check was additionally undertaken on whether the
distribution of persons accordiny, to a{<e and sex is in
sufficient agreement with the correspondin_ relationships
in the basic list.
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_: Acoustical I,leasuringPoints, L_[
Sound measurements in each of the 9 survey clusters
were not possible, as already explained in 3.1, but measure-
ments were to be undertaken in Braunschweig at 5 points
for 50 to lO0 fly-overs in order to gain data on the expected
sound level for small propeller machines. The selected
- measurement points (in cooperation with H.-O. Finke from the
Physical-Technical Federal Institute) are compiled in table
8 and plotted in a map in figure 9.
At the points bl to b4, both take-offs and landings
were measured, lioreover, the measurment points were positioned Z_
in such a manner that the measurement results also provided
information on the expected noise stress in the remaining
7 clusters.
_.6: Time Scheduale:
Nine months were projected for the entire study.
The most important decision concerning time was the time of
the data survey: Since the sport flight operations are
hardly carried out during the winter months, only the summer-
time could be considered.
Beginning the survey too early would have meant that the
study acquired data on less disturbance and annoyance because
of the winter break than is actually present on the average
during the year. The distribution of rake-offs over themonths -- shown in figure i0 using Egelsbach as an example
-- now demonstrates that already in I,iarchmore activity can
be expected in flight operations. Moreover, since only the
semester holidays could be considered (for practical reasons),
the month of April (1975) was chosen for the survey, specific- ..
ally the first three weeks after Easter.
The time schedua_ for the entire study provided for the _
followng steps after the oreparation of the general study
plan: Sample drawing, construction of the questionnaire,
gathering data, evaluation, interpretation; the sequence of
the individual study steps is presented in figure ll in a
graph.
i
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Table 6: Survey of the Areas in the Survey (Clusters)
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..............................................................................:](),) _hIP[;,,D.h,_)ll:l ].'uh'i(:I3P[_e "i.0; h, nte_ ..!L.+:, n.e (7)
Ib'}.(:J(:i:.._rrlr:'_{';be: .i('},t;:]Ch auf die i'ilt_edcP Star_- uud ],antic-.
.[]_I[]11,"- - :" [)2'_.1 (_')]" '!'L':;_'£_O'Y-']-'/_I"\:T;{_t°l_"
Key: a. /,Ia::.e (abbreviation) f. to the side
b. airfield g. line
e. !ocation/section h. below
d. distance and oosition i. traffic circuit
in relation to air j. just
field k. air field
e. t_i,]ureno.
I. The distance is in relation _o the middle of %he
_unt_,ay.- X = ]ocatio_.iof the test interviews.
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Table 7: Calculation of the Sample for the Survey
• a _e Clu._torb zun.
c 51t.2
N0 GewUuschte Lhd_'uppe (befragte 2ersontn) 58
N1 c_otwcndiso Adrosscn bei IC?_Fci_l.adresson 42 5'78
112_.luhrbcdarfbei 25,%Intcrw,c\.:-.Vcr_sci[;erungon56 50_
I'__ei Ziehung jedtr 5.5ten Adresse q96 q764.
E4 gl]cnSt'].5_,eZinwohucrbaqisbei I/5 Alters- 294 26_16
ausia]l (<qS, > '_0 Jahrc)
Key: a. per cluster
b. together
c. desired fina! group (interviewed persons)
d. necessary addresses with 10 _ erroneous addresses
e. required surplus in the case of 25 % rejections
f. in drawing every 3.5th address
inhabitant basis with I/5 age rejectionsg. required
(less than 18, older than 70)
Table 8: List of tl_eAcoustical Measuring Points in
Braunschwieg ...
:J.':]£.>2!:.[!!5_.±-..,';"!._,:.:--_:_-":..:.,;:.:_'.__'"-'.....................................
e
])q Bicnrode unbe1'S!L-Lintc, q.5 ]:m",.'e;tl. r.;c_stStarts
})2 Bier,rode _,00 :_eit]..D/],-iinie,q.Dkm wentl, d_io.
B5 Wa(,f;u;,_ _mbc.i"S/L-Linic, 1.5 h_:{£h:Cl. ;.;e_.,_tL':ndu*_,gcn
BJ_ Wai,r;u,l h '5QO[;cit]..::/L-Linie,d.5 km 6stl., dire
B5 Thuu_: i unbcr ]?lat:,runde,4 km nol./',:c'._t!.:fur_IbcrflUo"[
im 3_' _r',tum'"""C]u';tcz' L_SL",, 1,5 :i.m C_u.';_'v l:,o±. !
;(ey: a. name
b. section
c. _osition in re].ation to the d. remarks
air field
e. below the S/L l].ue, 1.5 l_:_to the n_ostly take-o:
west
f. 500 to the side of the S/L line, mostly take'o:
1.5 km to he west
g. below the S/L line, 1.5 km to _he mostly landin
• east
to • .5 _,_:".to e:._s_ mostly landinvet
"_" Oi below traLL_ circuit, 4 km to only fly-o
" zhe northwest
Fig. 3: ;'k_os ._o._:the Clusters LL')[>, ]3S']._
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Fig. 1'I: .di_ti_:a__,on the,enti:.'ecot_rse of thc study
on noi';e st(_mmin:';£._'oms.ooi_tflights
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Key to Fig. 11:
a. definition of the problem
b. preparation of the study plan
._ c. conceot of the s_ole
f. inspectin_ air fields
g. selection of areas for the interview
° h. drawin_!_addresses
i. survey plam_ing
j. preparation of list of questions
14. exoloration (in test locations)
1. ra,_ questiomnaire
m. s_i_Ipleinterviews (in test locations)
n. final form of questionnaire
o. selection and instruction of interviewers
p. contacting the persons to be interviewed
q. gathering the interviews
4 study locations
N = 398 interviews
r. processing rejections
s. acoustical test measurements
I air field, 5 measuring points
t. data processing
u. statistical analysis of data
v. experience reports of ti_einterviewers
w. background conversations with officials
x. interpretation of t :c resultsy. presentation of the reocrt
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4: PREPARATIONOF TI{EQUESTIONNAIRE, /2
" 4.1: Contents of the Study!
The subjects for questions resulted, on the one hand, o.
from the results of aircraft noise research at large airports
(compare the summary in 2.4) and, on the other hand, from the
special questions on the possible limitations of air traffic
(compare 2.5).
•"_ The main subjects can be compiled as follows:
Table 9: Survey of the Questionnaire Variables:
Reaction variables I - disturbance due to sport fli_ht operations
Contents: disturbe,_ activities (type, extent, time of
disturbance), especially communic'ation and recreation.
Reaction variables II - evaluation of the noise problem due to
sport flights
Contents: degree of annoyance due to aircraft noise and
the (non-)acceptance or" flight operations; ewlluation of
importance.
Reaction variables III- measures for reduction of aircraft noise
Contents: measures undertaken by the _ffected persons
(social, physical); standpoint on limitations in flight
operati _ns.
Moderator w_riables I - livin< conditions + personal dataContents: a_e, sex, dwellin_7_situation (house, garden,
neighborhood), income, education, health, etc. ";
Moderator variables II - attitudes and opinions on noise
Contents: general no1.,_esensitivity, fears for health ....
due to aircraft noise, trust in the resoonsible officials, •
etc.
Control variable - d_ita on the interview situation
Contents: beh:_vior of the person interviewed, data on time,
ere °
_ All variables are termed reaction variables here, /36
I il from which it can be assumed for reasons of subject matter --
IW (and according 1o the results of other studies) that they
depend upon the extent of aircraft noise stress. Moderator
variables comprise variables, from which a moderating (weakening
or intensifying) influence is expected on the disturbance
and annoyance due to aircraft nolse, but the degree of these
-_ factors does not depend upon the intensity of aircraft noise
(also compare in this aspect, the graph in figure 14 in
7.4).
The control variables serve for analyzing possible
effects of the interview situation on the "actual" subject
matter of the study.
In order to gain a direct view about the consequences
and the evaluation of sport aircraft noise, about i0 ex-
plorations were car_'iedout with persons affected by aircraft
noise at a medium-sized sport landing field in Hartenholm
(compare fiy_ure7); these conversations and the evaluation of
available aircraft noise questionnaires led to the final
catalogue of variables.
The variables to be examined then had to be operationalized,
i.e. in this case, answers extracted by a well formulated
question (compare on this subject table 15 in 6._;);in the
case of more complex subjects, frequently a block of inter-
related subquestions is required in order to gather data on
interesting variables with sufficient certainty.
I_.2: Construction of Scales:
Gathering standardized infor_nationon attitudes (opinions
and values in relation to the social environment), individual
questions conceived adhoc ar_ insufficient. Instead, special
methods have been developed for this purpose by social-
paycholoF,y•
In the so-called measurement of attitudes, psychor tric
survey inst_uments are employed applyiny, a scale ,alue 1or
the de,sree of ]nten_izy of the exar_ined aztitude in various
subjects using',s set of statemenZs on defined aspects of the
social environment| usually, statements are employed which are L
claims in the first person, <o be answered in various positive
or ne{:ativedesrees by the person bein_ surveyed. (On methods,
compare, for example, Edwards, 1957, hGnig, 1969, ]-{ofst_tter,
1973)•
Scales, especially for the measurement of disturbance
and annoyance due to aircraft noise have been developed in
almost all aircraft noise studies (compare especially Vc}<ennell,
19<,3,Irle _indRohrm_nn, 1968, Traeor, 1970, 1972, and others).
For the present study, a series of statement scales
and question ['locks,were taken from the aircraft noise
study of the Cerman Research Association (the developmen% of
these is described by Irle and Rohrmann (1968) as well as by
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Scht_mer and Sch_mer-Kohrs (1974),
-- Satisfaction with the neighborhood (8 subpoints),
-- General noise sensitivity (8 statements),
-- Complaints about health (6 statements),
-- Fears for health due to aircraft noise (4 statements),
-- ConseQuences of aircraft noise stress (17 subDoints),
-- Disturbance due to aircraft noise (i0 statements),
-- Fieasures undertaken against aircraft noise (12 subpoints),
-- Belief in the effort of responsible persons (4 subpoints).
(Compare on this subject the questionnaire presented in
4.5).
Moreover, for most Questions subdivided answer scales
are employed, explained numerically and verbally, based on
the experience that, on the one hand, quantitative answers
are required but on the other hand, many surveyed persons
have difficulties with abstract, non-verbal, predetermined
answers. The scales employed here, partially developed for
the DFG aircraft noise project (compare Irle and Rohrmann,
1968) and partially developed in this study are presented
in _.5 (after the questionnaire); they concern the agreement
on statements and other expressions (in five staFes) and the
evaluation of the intensity de_ree of a subject m_tter
_artially in stages of five, pa tially of eleven).
4z _. Structure and testing of the Ouestiannaire:
The questionnaire is designed in such a way that all
questions are carefully formulated and generally provided with
fixed answers; the questions are to be read aloud by the /_
interviewer, but the person being surveyed receives all
statements and lonAer question blocks, as well as of course,
the answer scales, in the form of a list.
The sequence of the questions should be lo}'_ieallyand
psycholo_;ically correct: especially, the key words "noise",
l'landin{_ field" and "aircraft noise" should be strictly
avoided at the be_iinning of the questionnaire in order to make
spontaneous, unaffected remar_ by the persons being surveyed
possible (throu[h this method, information on the importance
of the problem of aircraft noise results): Feneral variables
such as the evaluation of the dwelling situation {er the
F,eneral noise sensitivity are arranged before the aircraft
noise questions,
It was possible to t_!ke the contents of numerous questions
from the questionnaire of the DFG study (presented in !rle
and Rohrmann, 1968, as well as in the apendix to the })FG
research report on the effects of aircraft noise, _971_),
in turn, connected to the previous aircraft noise research
(and a corresponding O}{CD research recommendation of 19('3).
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l_loreover,it had to be taken into consideration in the
O construction of the questionnaire that the time for the inter-
view was not to exceed 30 minutes, if possible.
The draft of questions was discussed with colleagues,
tested for understandability, uniqueness and completeness
and tested after revision in test interviews, carried out at
" the airfield in Hartenholm.
'_he final questionnaire was designed in such a way
' that At ensured rapid keyin_ in of the data.
4.4: Presentation of the Questionnaire
The origina! questionnaire is presented in the following nine
pages, followed by the answer scales and lists, not found directly in
the questionnaire.
A systematic outline of the subject matter is found in Table 15.
Furthernlore, the directions to the interviewer can be seen in the
questionnaire, to be dealt with later (in 5.2).O
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QUESTIONNAIRE "ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS"
Interview Number
ATTENTION INTERVIEWER, PLEASE NOTE BEFORE EACH INTERVIEW:
- ALL TEXTS WRITTEN IN CAPITAL LETTERS ARE DIRECTIONS ONLY FOR YOU
THE QUESTIONS TO THE SUBJECT ARE PRINTED IN LOWER CASE LETTERS.
DO NOT DEVIATE FROM THE TEXT AND SEQUENCE.
- MAKE SURE THAT YOU PRESENT ONLY ONE LIST AT A TIME. THE ANSWER
SCALES ARE TO BE EXPLAINED IN SPECIAL DETAIL. EVEN IN ANSWERING
LONGER LISTS, THE SUBJECT MUST ALWAYS REMAIN CONSCIOUS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL ANSWER POSSIBILITIES.
- ALL ANSWERS ARE ENTERED AS NUMBERS IN THE BOXES TO THE RIGHT.
THESE NUMBERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS IN THE QUESTION TEXT OR ARE ON
THE ANSWER SCALES. PLEASE USE A PENCIL.
- IF NO PRECISE ANSWER IS GAINED IN SPITE OF REPEATED EXPLANATION,
WRITE AN ESTIMATION OF THE ANSWER BESIDE THE BOX.
- EXPRESSIONS BEYOND THE GIVEN ANSWERS ARE TO BE NOTED ON THE
OPPOSITE BACKSIDE OF THE PAGE (INSOFAR AS THEY ARE RELATED TO
- T !A_RCRAF NOISE) •
- PRESENT YOUR IDENTIFICATION WHEN CONTACTING THE SUBJECT IN
EVERY CASE! AVOID TilEWORDS AIRCRAFT NOISE IN EXPLAINING THE
GOAL OF THE STUDY: KEEP A COPY OF THE CONTACT LETTER READY;
- \ ENTER THE INTERVIEW NUMBER ON EACH PAGE AT THE UPPER RIGHT!
0 Hel]o. My name is ... I am from the unlversity in Mannheim.
You received a letter from us, informing you about our scientifi
study. This deals with the living conditions of residents in
cities and in the country, especially with the environmental
conditions in residential areas. Would you now please answer
several questions?
UPON REJECTION, PRESENT AN ARGUMENT ALONG THE LINES OF TIlE
CONTACT LETTER.
For example: Your help is very important for us, because the
persons have been selected for the survey as a [.epresentative
sample (one cannot then simply survey other people).
ALWAYS OFFER ANOTHER DATE, IF IT IS USEFUl,. AVOID A FINAL
REJ ECTION.
I can assure you that al! your answers will be evaluated
statistically and without your name.
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ENTER DATE AND SUCCESS FOR EACH VISIT HERE:
aBesuchbOatumCZe_tdE,'fol eI,_i6erfolo: Grund oenau angebeni
7 ....... _,
-7 1-11 i_
Key: d. success
a. via it
b. date e. failure: indicate precise reason
c. tzme
CONCLUDE THE CONVERSATION POLITELY IN THE CASE OF A FINAL REJECTION.
01 Could you please tell me first how many years you _-_
have already been irving here?
()(5
01. i In this city ( ) ( 5
0].2 In this section (..... ) ( ) ( )
01.3 In this house
02 Are you or your" family roomers (i), renters (2), owners
of the apartment (3) or owners of the house (4)? ( )
03 I would like to ask you now how satisfied you are with ....
a number of thinas, for example with your apartment.
PRESFNT THE YI_I,LOW SCALE! The yellow answer scale shows
you five possibilities for answers: very satisfied (55,
rather satiqfied (45 , moderately satisfied (3) , hardly
satisfied (2), not satisfied (I). }?lease simply tell me
the answer corresponding to your satisfaction wzth your
dwelling. PRESEN'P LIST 03 AND GO TltROUGH IT (READ
AI,OUD)l I.]N'I'FA{ANSWERS AS NUFIBERS BETWEEN 1 AND 5 TO TIIE
RIGIIT. REPI:IATEXPLANATION OF TIlE ANSWER SCALE IF
NECESSARY !
( 5
03.1 Apartment ( )
03.2 |louse ( )
03.3 Neighborhood ( )
0{.4 Neighbors ( )
0.{.5 |Ioa]th conditions in the area ( )
03.6 Quiet in the area ( )
03.7 Recreational possibilities ( )
03.8 The city in genera]
04 STII_,I., THE YFA,I.OW SCAI,E!
lloWwould you estimate your present state of.health? ( )
flow satisfied are you?
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05 Will you remain here or are you thinking of moving
away? How probable is it that you will move away:
not at all (].), probably not (2), perhaps (3), rather
probable (4), certain (5)? ( )
*06 IF MOVING IS CONSIDERED:
Why are you considering moving?
06.1 INTERVIEWER: REASON MENTIONED = "noise"
(yes=l, no=0) ( )
06.2 NOISE MENTIONEI) = "aircraft noise"
(yes=l, no=0) ( )
06.3 OTH{]R (INSOFAR AS RELATED TO
THE ENVI RONMENT) .......
07 Do you have a garden, a terrace (veranda), a balcony?
(yes = i, no = 0)
07. ] gaL'den ( )
07.2 terrace ( )
07.3 balcony ( )
*08 IN CASE OF ONE OF TIIESE:
How often do you szt outside in the summe1: time or
how often are you iying outside? Oil approximately
how many days in a month ( )( )
_09 WI{EN LESS TIIAN 4 TIMES PER MONT11:
Why are you not outside more often?
09.1 INTERVIEWER: REASON MENTIONED = "noise"
(yes=l, no=0] '(.)
09.'2 NOISE MEN'PIONED = "aircraft noise"
(yes=l, no=0) ( )
09.3 OT!IER (INSOFAR AS REILATIRD TO TIIE
ENVIRONMENT) ........
10 Are there any living conditions in this atca disturbing
to you, which should be altered? (Which?)
10.] INTERVIEWEI{: MENTIONED = "noise"
(yes=l, no=0) ( )
]0.2 NOISE MENT]ONI']D= "alrcraft noise"
(yes=l,no=0) ( )
]0. 3 OTIIER (INSOFAR AS I{I]I,ATED TO T'!E
ENVIRONMENT) : ........
ll PRF:SENT I,IST 11!
ltere several thinq,_; are listed whic_J sometimes lead to
ten,plaint::;. Please tell me which point applies most
closely to you, what is most disturbinq (1)! And which
comes second? And third? And what leads to the ]east
complaints (6)? Please list these in the order of
lille)or tal/cO.
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FIRST TIIE OROER i, 2, 6. OR ASK FOR i, 5, 6.
ENTER TIIE POSITION NUMBER:
ii l Not enough g_rdens and parks ( )
• ( )
11.2 Unfriendly neighbors ( )
11.3 Unpleasant smells ( )
11.4 Too much noise
11.5 Insufficient public transportation ( )
11.6 A lack of shops ( )
12 You have placed noise in the ... position. What type
of norse are you thinkinq of?
............. INTERVIEWER: MENqIONED = ircraft noise"(yes=l, no=0) ( )
13 PRESENT SCALE A I.
HOW noise sensitive do you consider yourself? Please
classify your: noise sensitivity on this scale from
"not at all" to "extremely"! You may select any
classification between 0 and 10; O means "not at all",
i0 means "maximum noise sensitivity". ( )
14 PRESENT LIST 14 AND TIlE RED SCALE!
I now have a number of standpoints and opinions,
expressed by others on the subject of noise, such
as these... PRESENT LIST 14! What do you think
about these statements? After each sentence in the
list, plt.ase tell me to what extent this also applies
to you, whether you do not (i), hardly (2), moderately (3),
rather (4), or ve_:y much (5) agree. Please answer with
the aid of the red scale. PRESENT RED SCALE (IF NECES-
SARY REPEAT THE EXPLANATION); T]IEN GO TIIROUGIILIST 14
(READ EACll STATEblENT ALOUD). ATTENTION: TAKE NOTICE OF
POSSIBI,E MISUNDERSTANDINGS (FOR EXAMPLE IN ']'lieDIRECTION
OF 'Fill< ANSWER) !
].4.1 I become nervous when a dog barks continuously. ( )
]4.2 I can only fall asleep when it 1.,_<;really
qulet. ( )
14.3 It disturbs me when doors are always slammed. ( )
14.4 I get annoyed when the cars perform a loud
honking concert in front of our house. ( )
14.5 The noise of screechiI_g brakes upsets me. ( )
14.6 I don't care how loud other people play
their radios. ( )
]4.7 I enjoy it when children play loudly and
happily with one another. ( )
14.8 Rustling paper is very disturbing to me. ( )
1.5 PRESENT I.,I_;T ]5 AND TIIE RED SCAI,I']!
I would like to come back to healtll. _;evel:alcomplaints
about health are listed here. Please tell me again,
to what extent these points a|_p].yto you personally.
As before, there are f_ve i_o_',s]b]eanswers for you from
"applies greatly" to "does not apply" on the red scale.
4O
/
f
15.1 Sometimes I have a pain in the heart area. (.)
15.2 I become dizzy at tlmes. ( )
15.3 I _uffer with headaches. ( )
15.4 I am rather nervous and jittery. ( )
15.5 I suffer from sleeplessness ( )
15.6 I often feel simply miserable or terrible. ( )
16 PRESENT LIST 16!
People are exposed to a variety of noise sources today.
IIere on this list .you see various causes for noise, also
heard within the dwelling. What is actually the most
annoying in your area (i)? And second, third? What do
you su[for under the least (6)? Please form an order of
impor tance.
.Ll_.I THE POSITIONS i, 2, 6 OR ASK ABOUT i, 5, 61
FNTER ']'liePOSITION NUMBER:
16.1 Construction noise ( )
16.2 Automobile noise ( )
].6.3 Radio noise ( )
16.4 Aircraft noise ( )
16.5 Factory noise ( )
16.6 Railroad noise ( )
].7 PRESI_NT SCAI,E B!
Do you believe that pedple can adjust to noise in the
course of time ot do you consider adaptation impossible?
Please judge with the aid .o[ this scale how well or how
poorly one can adjust to noise according to your opznionl
You may select any classification ( )( )
18 llasthe disturl_ancedue to aircraft noise increased (1)
or decreased (0) in the past years according to your
opznion? (REMAINED TIIE SAME = 0) 18.1 ( )
When did you feel annoyed by the noise of aircraft
last: t-oday (]), yesterday (2), within the past 8
days (3) , within the past 4 weeks (4) , earlier (5) ,
not ever (6)? 18.2 ( )
IN Till.]CASE OF ANSWER 1-5: What type of aircraft
was that? 18.3 ( )
].9 PRF:SF:NT I',IST 19 AND TIlE YEI,I,OW SCALE! 1
Severa]. con.,_equences are listed here resultinq [-rein
noise for t:he affected r0sidents. Pl.ease tell me,
tlsiIlg the yellow scale, to what extellt such things
occur here at: your house as a consequence of t(.ct(.ati.onal
f. light opt,rations: not at. all (].), hardly (2), moderately
(3) , :'at:her (4) or very qreatly (5) .
19..1. Shaking house and room walls ( )
. "1.,he., '()1.9 2 Rat. tling ()[ window panes/o '_' "'"
1.9.3 Int'er[crence ill radio recept, ion "()
]9.4 l)i. st:urbances in listeninq to record:3 or
cassettes C )
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19.5 Interference in the TV picture ( )
19.6 Volume on the radio or television had to
be turned up ( )
19.7 One has to speak louder ( )
19.8 Disturbs telephone conversations ( )
19.9 An obstacle to reading or thinking ( )
19.10 Disturbs working ( )
19.11 Prevents relaxatlon and evening quiet
(inside) ( )
19.].2Disturbs leisure time outside ( ) _.
19.13 It startles people ( )
19.14 Prevents fa].ling asleep ( )
19.15 Awakens one at night ( )
19.16 Causes headaches ( )
19.17 Leads to earaches ( )
19.xx Other
20 PRESENT LIST 20!
At what time are you disturbed most greatly by ....
aircraft noise: early in the morning (i), late
it] the mort]il]g (2), duril](] the morning (3), nool]-
time (4), during the afternoon (5), earl.g evening
(6), late evening (7), at night (8)? 20.1 ( )
And when else? ENTER 2 NUMBERS BETWEEN 1 AND 8! 20.2 ( )
21 PRESENT SCALE A!• I have asked you in what manner tile recreational aircraft
are disturbing. (INTERVIEWER: LOOK AT TIlE ANSWER TO /
QUESTION 19!) Now how gt'eat'lyare you annoyed about
recreational aircraf:t on the whole? Please classify your
annoyance again on the scale from "not at all" to
"extremely" ' 21.1 (" )"
2'2 llere a number of things are listed, about which one
may be annoyed. P].ease imagine you would exl)erien(:e
these things. In what situation would you be moult
annoyed (i)? What would cause you the least annoyance
(5)? Please form an order of importance!
hN1E\ TIlE ORDER NUblBERS OF ANNOYANCEI
22.1 An araument in the family ( )
22.2 Poor service in shops ( )
22.3 Noise of aircraft ( )
"22.4 l)il-ficu].ties at work ( )
22.5 Poor qualit:y work by craftsmen ( )
23 PRESI",NT I,IST ._3ANDRED SCAI,E! L j.
ltero 1.'_ a list of opinions on the problem of aircraft
nol,_Ti?.Do you a_]ree wlth th{._.attittldes or not."'_
p]ease again use the t:edscale'.
23.1 I havo ()[ten be(>n angry about the nolse of
aircraft, (')'
23.2 Sawinq wood ]oudly disturbs me more than • .
alrccaft noise. ( )
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23.3 I have often thought of complaining about
aircraft noise. ( )
23.4 I have become so accustomed to the aircraft
that I hardly hear them anymore. ( )
23.5 I don't exactly die because of aircraft noise,
but it does affect my nerves. ( )
23.6 Even loud aircraft have never bothered me. ( )
23.7 The noise of aircraft can spoil my evenings. ( )
23.8 I find it rather interesting to listen to
aircraft ( )
23.9 Aircraft noise is so awful that I will
gladly move away. ( )
23.10 I feel that many people get more excited
about alrcraft noise than necessary ( )
24 Are there children in the family under the age of
ten? (Yes = I, No = 0) ( )
25 IF TItERE ARE CHILDREN
How do the childrcn react to aircraft?
INTERVIEWER: NOTE ALL DA'I'A, PRESENT QUESTIONS ON THE
GIVEN POINTS (Yes = 1, No = 0)
25.1 Disturbs homework ( )
25.2 Are disturbed during sleeping ( )
25.3 Are startled and fearful ( )
25.4 Other reasons... ( )
26 PRESENT LIST 26 AND TIIE RED SCALE!
Now again a list with opinions. Please tell me whether
you agree with these opinions or not!
26. 1 Loud aircraft noise is not good for the
cardiovascular system. ( )
26.2 One may become annoyed about aircraft noise,
but it is not damaging. ( )
26.3 Aircraft noise reduces conccntration
capabilities ( )
26.4 Aircraft noise causes no permanent damage
to health ( )
27 PRESENT YELLOW SCALE!
Do you think that noise due to recreational aircraft
is at ]east: in part unnecessary? To what extent do
you consider it avoidable? ( ) ,I
28 When someone wants to do something against tot)much /-.
aircraft noise, who should do that in your opinion:
pilots, ail:port administration, local official,q,
government? (WIIEREVER APPI.,ICABI,E, ENTER A 1 IN TIlE
I,I.]FT tlAND BOX COLUblN) . 28 29
28.1 Pi]ots ( ) ( )
28.2 Air})ort administration ( )_ ')
28.3 l,ocalofficials ( ) (')
28.4 Government ( ) ( )
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29 PRESENT YELLOW SCALE!
What do yOU think about how much these offices make
an effort to reduce the disturbance to the population
due to aircraft noise? Please answer with tho aid
._ of the yellow scale! AFK ABOUT POINTS 1-4, ENTER
THE ANSWER CLASSIFICATIONS AT THE RIGHT (see precedingpage) .
30 PRESENT LIST 301
llave you ever undertaken any measure especially against
aiIrcraIftno_.se? Something from this list? (Yes = i, /
No = '0; left-hand box column)
30 31
30.1 Install double windows ( ) (
30.2 Sound insulation on doors, walls ( ) (
30.3 Ventilation and fans ( ) (
3_.4 Ear plugs ( ) (
30.5 Taking tablets ( ) (
30.6 Write a letter of complaint ( ) (
30.7 Place telephone calls to the appropriate
office ( )( )
30.8 Visit an office to place a comp].aint ( ) ( ) <.
30.9 Discuss the subject with neighbors ( ) ( )
30.10 Visit a protest ( ) ( )
30.11 Sign a petition, or similar action ( ) ( )
30.12 Join an antiaircraft noise group ( )( )
O 30.xx Other" ( )
31 STILL LIST 30!
Are you consideringundertaking one of these measures
(f:'romthe list) against aircraft noise? (Yes = i,
No = 0; the right-hand box column) ....
32 !lave you ever been at the airfield here? (Yes = i,
No--: 0) ( )
33 flare you ever flown? (Yes = l, No = 0) ( )
34 Could you. p].ca._[:_<' te]l me whether you are invo].ved
professionally with the airfield or with aircraft?
(Yes = ].,No = 0) (.)
313 PItESt_NT YEI,[,OW ,_{CA[,EI
To what extent: do you feel that the airfield here
and the possil_ilities offered by it represent an
enrichment- for this area, an advantage for the
conmunit:.f? What do you think of there? 3.5.1 ( )
35.2 ( )
36 ST]I,I, YV, I,I,OW SCAI,E!
What J.syour per,aonal opinior_ on recreational f]vinq,
how much unde,:._:tandinq do you have for this type ofleisure act ivi rv_
. . .(.)
44
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37 PRESENT LIST 37 AND TIIE RED SCALE!
llere ace 5 standpoints on recreational flight operations.
What opinion do you have on this?
._ 37.1 Recreational flying is an egotistical
activity: one person flies and hundreds
have to suffer under the noise. ( )
37.2 It must be a lot of fun to fly around with
a recreational aircraft. ( )
37.3 There is no reason to become annoyed about
recreational flight operations. ( ) ,"
37.4 Sometimes; the spol:t pilots act like /
,, , o_ ir" .pla\boyo of the a ( )
37.5 The recreational pilots have just as much
rlght to exercise their hobby. ( )
38 Do you think that recreational, light operations __1 ,
ought to be accepted and tolerated on the whole
in spite of aircraft nolse? (Yes = i, No = 0) ( )
39 Occasionally demands have been made to place legal
limitations on recreational flight operations in
order to counteract the noise stress of the population.
Do you support this demand? (Yes = i, No = 0) ( )
40 Do you feel that recreational flight operations
O should be banned at certain times, for example noonor Sunday afternoon, o do you consider this
unnecessary? (Yes = l, No = 0) ( )
/
4]. PIIESr]NT I,IST 41! J
!
Times are listed here, included by some peopl.e in • • :
f.l. ight ban demands. Which times do you consider
this personally desirable? (_._, = 1, No = 0)
NOTFI SPECIAl, TIblES SEPARATEI,Y:
" ,x ,_ 7)INTERVIEWER: WRITE DOWN AN EXL.I,AzlAIIkN blARK IN TIlE
CASF1 OF I':SPECI ALI.,Y DESI RI':D TI MI::S!
41. 1 Every day from 1:00 . to 3:00 p,m. (.)
,11 2 A]so from noon to l:t)6p.m. ( )
,II 3 At night from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. ( )
41 ,I Also from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. ( )
41. 5 Sat:uz'davs after 1:00 p.m. ( )
41 6 Sundays after 1:00 p.m. ( )
.ll. 7 A] 1 day on S_Inday ( )
42 Accordiml to your opinion, should fly-overs over defined
area._;, for example residential atcao, be forbidden, or
,toosn' t that appear necessary'? (Yes = ]_, No = 0) (
O 43 PRESENT LIST 43!
When area limitations or limitations of flight
operations in time are considered, who should that
apply to? Please state what type of aircraft
should be excluded according to your opinion from
this list, i.e. should not be limited.
"- GO 'PHROUGH TIlE LIST INDIVIDUALLY, ENTER A 1 BY TYPES
OF FLIGHTS TO BE EXCEPTED!
43.1 Private recreational flights ( )
43.2 Trainlng flights of flight schools ( )
43.3 Towing starts for gliders ( )
43.4 Fligl]ts dul:ing recreational flight L,emonstrations ( )
43.5 Tours and sight-seeing flights (undertaken
by flight companies) ( )
43.6 Test flights made by aviatien or aircraft
companies ( )
43.7 Advertising flights ( )
43.8 Military flights ( )
44 PRESENT I,IST 44'
qhe[e are four types of aircraft in the next list,
which you have certainly heard about at sometime.
What type of aircraft do you find most unpleasant in
the development of noise? And at what position would
you arrange automol0ile noises in a comparison of I
unple.asantness?
ASK ABOUT THE TOTAL SERIES AND ENTER THE POSITION
O NUMBERS (OF GENERAL UNPLEASANTNESS) !
44. l large passenger machines ( )
44.2 sport aircraft ( )
44. 3 pursuit jets .(.)
44.4 helicopters ( ]
44.5 automobiles ( )
45 Would you take a positive or negative stand ]bout
opening the airfield here to la[ger aircraft? ( )
In finishin<l the interview [ would like to ask a few questions
on statistical data: ...
46 Could you please tell me your age? (YEARS) ( ) ( )
,1"7 ENTER S "'I.,X: MALE = 0, FEMALE = 1 ( )
48 How many peop].e belong to the household in which
you live? (CIIARACTI'.]I{ISTIC:OMMON KITCHEN) ( )
49 PI{ESI'_NTI,IST 49!
I hope you can understand that we also have to
ask about income in o['der to ensure the statistical
comparison of this study with other surveys. We are
inte_ested in the net income, i.e. after taxes and
]ega] insurance, fo_: all members of the household
together per month. It is sufficient if you
simply mention the appropriate number from the
list, but remember for all wage-earners togetlier
(49.1) 49.1 ( )
Which number applies to your earnings? (49.2) 49.2 ( )
50 How long did you go to the elementary school?
flare you also attended other schools? How many
years?
ENTER TIIE YEARS FOR ALL SCIIOOL TYPES ATTENDED!
50.1 Grammar school ( )
50.2 Middle school ( )
50.3 lligh school ( )
50.4 Occupational schools ( )
50.5 Technical high schools ( )
50.6 Technical university ( )
50.7 University ( )
50.8 .............. ( )
50.9 .............. ( )
51 IIad you heard about this survey before? (Yes = i,
No =0) ( )
00 NOW we have finisl_ed. Thank you very much for helping us
in our study. Please don't talk abouL" this intervlew yet,since maybe neighbors or acquaintances belong to the survey
persons an(] of course should not be influenced.
ATTENTION INTERVIEWER: PLEASE FILL OUT 51 TO 55 AND SIGN THE ....
INTERVIEW l
co ENTEP, DURATION OF TIlE INTERVIEW (IN blINUTES) t ( )( )
53 TO WttAT EXTFNT WAS 'FILE INTFRVIEW DISTURI3ED BY
AUTOMOBII.,ENOISE (AI,)AND AIRCRAFT NOISE (FL)? AL (.)
(YELt,OW SCAI,E) FL (.')
54 itOW GREAT WAS TIlE RI_ADINESS OF TIlE SUBJECT FOR
TIlE 1NTEI_VIt)]W? (YELLOW SCALE) ( ]
55 HOW EASY WAS IT FOR TIlE SUBJECT TO UNDERSTAND 'FILE
INTEI_VIEW? (YELI.,OW SCALE) ( )
56 WOUH) TIlE SUI3JI!_CT BE READY FOR A FURTttER INTERVIEW?
(YEI,I,OW SCAI,F) ( )
I ENSURE TIIAT I ttAVI,"] CARRIE[) OUT TttE INTERVIEW COt-,RE_PONDING TO
TIlE INSTRUCTIONS AND W]THOUT FALSIFICATION:
IGNAPURE
• • •
O Presentation of the Answer Scales Belonging to _the Questionnaire /4
" "" : - ! • " . " 4. "
: anicht : bwenig _fftte1_,<{ssig:dzimnlich.: esehr :
: 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 •
-..........................-............- .............- .........-
Yellow Scale
Key:
a. not d. rather
b. hard]y e. very
c. moderately
a Uberhau;)tnicht 0
I I
II 2
Ill 3
II!I 4
lllI} 5
IIIIII 6
IlllII! 7
llllllll 8
IIlllll]I 9
llllIl!lllbau:k_rovdcut]ich _0
Ke\': a. not at all b. extremely
afrUhmoroons (6 - 8) \
. bsl)_tinorgens(8- 10) _-
ovorm_ttags (10- 12)
dm(ttags (12- 15)
" e nachmitta:_s(15- 17)
f frUh_bef_ds(17 - 20)
gspZitabe:}(ls(20 - 22)
.hnachts (22 - 6)
Key:
a. early morning e. afternoon
b. late morning f. early evening
c. mo[ning g. late evening
d. noontime h. nighttime
m
8aUbh_(,_d_:ht]iCh out +5
_rhr gut +4
gut +3
d ziet:_lic:;gut +2
emchr gut _Is sch]echt +I
f mitte]i,_:i%i5 0
l_mchrschlechtals r,t -I
lizi'_z'diO_schlecht "_
scldetht -3
,.chr sch}eci_t -4
' _ . r,tlichschlecht -5
Key:
a. extt'emely well g. more bad than well
b. very we]l h. rather bad
c. well i. bad
d. rather well j. very bad
e. mot(} we].] than not k. extremely bad
f. moderately
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0
_,'ettceinF,o_;:_n !
Versici_erunoen
! 4 COO und T,".ehr
2 3000- ¢ OC)O
, 3 2 500 - 3 000
4 2000 - 2 500
5 I 50O - ? OOO
6 ! 000 - I 500
7 750 - I 000
8 50O - 750
9 250 - 50O
0 untcr250
bUittcne;_e,'_S',, " ' ' '_:=.. _.',.:,..C,,.... Z_/L:"q,
f'..
fen<leZiffer{ ........'
Key :
a. net income afteL" subtracting taxes and legal insurance
b. please simply mention the appropriate number!
0
°t
_}__GATHERING THE DATA, \, _
5,1' Interviewers,
The survey was conducted with an interviewer team of
our own in order to take direct control of the Survey and
instruct the interviewers ourselves. Students of psychology
and socioloIIyin the universities at _raunsehweia (for
Braunschwei{'and St. Au{_.ustin)and Idannheim(for Eftelsbach/
Erzhausen and harlsruhe/Forchheim) in higher semesters were
emp!oyed, in all, 12 students.
The instruction of the interviewers was carried out
in 3 stepsz
-- Introduction into the objects and discussion of the
questionnaire (and the correlated answer scales);
-- Conductin{_a test interview (in Braunschwei£ outside
of the sample area, or in kannheim, compare figure 7);
-- Discussion of the experience from the test interview
(includinF the difficulties and faults occurin_.durinF<
the interview).
Payment was partially made on the basis of completed
work (with respect _o the interviews), partially on an hourly
basis (with respect to the discussions etc.), althoug,h
unsuccessful visits were also paid in order to achieve the
most complete processing of addresses possible.
The selected interviewers were accquainted ?:iththe
special situation in the survey clusters by a tour throu[',h
xhe location before beginning,the survey.
_5.2" Contactin[ the Sury_e_edPersonsz
The de{,reeto which a sample is representative, of course,
is reduced when the ndmbeF of persons drawn and not surveyed
increases. Therefore, an important obj<ct was to maintain
the rejection and other drop-out rates az the lowest possible
lev,>l.
In order to achieve the greatest acceptance possible,
for the survey, all selected persons received a personal
letter before the interview, with Dr. 14.Irle, professor
for social-psycho]o_Y at the University in !4annheim,providinP
his personal and very helpful support (this letter is presented
in f_f<ure12).
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Fi_,,ure ].2s The Letter to the Persons for the Survey,
UNIVERSITY OF !\[ANN}IF]t,t
Faculty for Social-Sciences,
-- Social t'sychology --
[)r. blartin Irle,
i)r.Bernd Rohrmann,
(Address)
(Dear • ...... ),
We reouest that you help us in a study concerned with
the environmental conditions in residential areas. Such work
is necessary due to the variety of l_roblems in (;erman cities
in order to _"ainassistance for planning decisions.
Convers_vtionsand interviews wilh residents of various
cities also beleng, to the clarification of the social-scientific
questions in such a survey. _'_ewould like to make an un-
prejudiced piclure of the living, conditions viven here;
therefore, your participation and aid is important to us.
Since we can survey only a portion of the populatl.on
here, as in other loc.ations,we l_:weselected a representative
cross-section from a scientific st,andpoin[..
You are also in thi_ selection. _e therefore request
that you tell us your opinio,_of questions coneerninr,the
living conditions in your city, rept'esentativefor other
citizens. .'_eare not concerned in thi,_e[_seabout the answers
presented by experts, but rather about your own perc.onalview.
'lheinterviewer who will visit you in the next few days
and csn idenlifv.himself a'_.,one of our .q'_m_"i:tte._...>._.. is,required
to te discrete and fi].l out the _:ur\,eys ,lu.o!:yl,/ott_']y.
,.e wi[l only tee the answers o.I" the perr.,ons _ur\'eyed, but
not learn their _ai,_t_....
'].'hi,-; siud_, +_e_'w,s exc]usive]y for _-.t t.nt.ific research
and is not o_e of the usual survey,,_ ror commercial purposes;
it: will be ev:t].uated strict.]y on ,"tatistics.
':,'e wi]]. be p].ea['e,d if you nnnwel" a nurfl'e_" o.f questions
for our as,_zoeiate.].tthis i:"not .immediatelypo_sil'le,
you thqy cert}_i_lly I!l[l}<e :.l ].:ller dnt.(, for the interview.
]lense _'omembet"thefteach _'e,]oc1ion of _it!interv]ow
redu(;e,_ the ac[-uruoy of our re:.u._l_.,".. ! eeau,,:o the repreqent:_tive
,_:_I'lp]e i_" reY, uc.ed; t.heret'oJ:'e, w[' ) t (_ _ _ e _ ' 0 t _ _V i , 1 1 t_ (" _V i ]. ] j _ q t" * m
t.o t,arti.(']p:t t:e.
[ would like t.o thnnk you already for your re:Idil"te,:'[',
1o pat't..iei]_a t.t'.
,.,<'ill(:eFe]y,
"J]t'.!l:] t.t_l'e
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Fif, ure 1)s The Supplement to the Contact Letter for Persons
Rejecting the Interview
,_HY NE ARE REQUESTING COOPERATION FOR OUR SURVEY z
_e are presently studying "environmental conditions
in residential areas" and are conducting discussions and
interviews with residents in various locations for this pur-
pose. Only in this manner, can we learn about the views
of the citizens and construct an unprejudiced picture of the
dwellin{: situation in certain areas.
Cf course, it, is not possible for us to survey all
residents; however, we cannot merely limit ourselves to '
contacting: only certain Aroups (for example, on]y housewives
or retired _cz._n_., tccaust tl_ey are often at home and
perhaps have more time for us). Instead, the selection for
the surveys must be cacried out in such a manner that it is
representative. Our interview sample, to which you belong,
is also constructed in such a manner that it prodv_es a
character" ,- "..lotlc cross-section of the population. Especially
for this reason, it would be unfortunate, if we could not
survey you.
(Each rejection of an interview reduces the accuracy
of our results, because we arc %icd to our first selection).
Another word on anonymityz Since our survey exclusively
serves scientific researcI_ (and not, for example, commercial
purposes), the names of surveyed persons play no role in the
evaluation (t.hey are also not noted on our answer sheets).
Cur only purpose is to !'.'_in information on the personal
opinions of the citizens.
Therefore, we ask you aAain to Five our interviewer time
for a di _-._cu._,.,_on_"(we will be t'.].ad to make a date suitable
to you).
The ar.,.'uments employed (scientific project nnonynity,
representative _<u:_p]e,free selection el'date etc.) become _
clear in the letter; they were :_iso employed it] contacting;
the perF.on to be surveyed Py the in%ervi.ewer (compare pa£e 1
of' tl_e questionnaire in 14.4). _.urth_,rmore, a]] in_ervie_'ez's
obtained an identification e_lrd,
The [1c1[[I[%1study foal has been somewhat masked by the
formu].ation' living"conditions in r'esidenlialareas"; this
shoul.dhelp avoid pos._ib].eprejudice and mnke it possible to
observe £o what extent the persons surv('yedr_eIltioned the
subject of :_ircraftnoise :_pontaneously(for example, in the
ouestions 3, c, 9, i0, 12).
All addresses were vi£:iteduntil either an interview
wa ,-_ at.taJned or the net'ative result [moved away, away on a
trip, rcject.ed etc.) was definite,
D
In the case of rejections, an attempt was made. to deal
with the objections and still, achieve an inte_.vlew,
For thi,_ purpose, a further letter, composed individually,
aceordin_ to the data of the interviewer, was sent together
with a separate explanation of the project (see figure 13)
and a new interviewer was employed.
In this m_nner, approximately half of the ori£,inal
rejections were overcome the second time.
The party commissioninf_ the study is never mentioned
to the person bein£ surveyed (if necessary, the interviewers
refer to the study mana_'.er).
it_z__Time sehedualefor the Intervie!vs_
The first three weeks in April were available as the time
period for the survey.
The interviewers were deployed in such a manner tl_at the
BraunschweiFer interviewers were first enployed in the c].usters
there (begin on April i), then in St. Au_lustin(be_:inon
April _) and then distribul:edin both cities; the L.annheimer
interviewers beDan in E{:elsbach!Erzhausen(April 2), then
ehan,,',edto harlsruhe/Forchheim (April 5) and were then also
employed alternately.
l.'rocessin{_:of the rejection addresses be{:anafter com-
pletion of the first week. The interviewers received a
stl'eetmap of the cluster and the addre,_,sheet for a partial _J
areal they reported the l)rocessJnDof addresses re{_ularly
to the central survey manageme,,.t, especially {',ivinv: precise " •
information on the drop-out reat_ons and possible J nf(;rmation
for a second interviewer.
The interviewers worked according to i.l_e instruction
main]y with previou<,d.y arr'anc, ed dates; the tine,-_ were between
[_:()0:1.1;1. lind ll:00 p.m., with more than ha]f of l}le inter-
views conducted between %:00 p.m. :.u_d _zOO p.m. the avera_:e
duration was about 3_ minutes.
It w:_spossible %0 complete most addresses in the first
10 d-_\,._,., but proeessinM the re,ieetions was only completed
after :]weeks in order to maint:tinthe sina],]estpossible
rejoel.ionrate and survey some persons, who were first away
on trips.
L:..J_........_"_.:_-'_L_L_.:.<.... ...... "<_'._.L::_'_:L.L.'.L___. , , ot,lt].,'t, lC.,_ Or, pel..,o,,.-..)Ul,+(-\.ed,
:! total of :39S int:cr\,'tow<. _, resulted fron the ,,Ol_ m]dresse,'_
h.:lnd c,d OUt.
The d.[t'feYon't reasons for mistaken addr'es'."ef; :tnd ].i]i:el.-
\'Jew droP-out.s are ].i,,-_ted i.n t.'.,_b]e lO: the co:_p]et.e interview
f_t_.tt.ist[.e .i,<..-..co!:q>iled in table 11 for 9 clu<.;ter."; ttnd 1.1_"
't.ot_t] s'li-;p]e.
5,I
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_ith 7% mistaken addresses (calculated in table 7,
i_(,_the official files were more up-to-date than assumed)
470 persons remained for the survey, of whom 85% were surveyed.
This is clearly more than the calculated value of 75% and
is therefore a confirmation for the relative].ygreat amount
of work put into the survey.
(for comparison: in the two studies in London (I.lcEennell,
1963: l,'_]I,Research Ltd 1971) 79(_were interviewed in each
case, in the [;,unichDFC,study (Scht_merand Sch_mer-}(ohrs,
1974) 77% were interviewed).
The most important drop-out reasons were: "away on a
trip" (partly bec_use of the Easter vacation) and rejections,
The rejeczions were chiefly based on lack of interest
or time, on the whole, however, they appeared lar{_ely irrational
and cou].d not often be removed by the i,,reatest amount of work
with specific ar_uements related to the individual. In
Bienrode (]}SB)and Erzhausen (ZGE), the rejection rate was
somewhat hi{,.her.In both cases the population co:_sisted
mainly in villa_ers who had lived there for a ion_ time and
were mistrustful (compare duration of residence and lew_l of
income in table 16).
Even when the interview drop-outs and the mistaken
addresses are added toy.ethera success raze result of almost
4/5.
Table 12 shows in supp].ement that the comparison of drawn
and surveyed sample does not produce devi'.,.tions in any case
of more than 2% accordin_tto af:eand sex _the slif'htunder-
representation of"the youn_'.erpeople may be based on the fact
that they are more often away from home and are therefore more...
difficu].tfor the interviewers to reach).
On the whole,,the final sample can also be considered
sufficiently representative.
_{_.]___.gl_)]qeI,',entar_vStudie_:
A number of discussions and conversations was to provide
supp],emenl,ary information on the problen_of noise from sport
aireraft, The followin#<persons were interviewed:
-- The m'1_'orof Eg,e]sbach, ',Jr,(].Sir.lOll(also On the board
of the airport,company av,d member of the aircraft noise
commission for E<.elsbach);
-- U. }']ppendahl, en_'.ineer, as speaker for the Eye].sbacher
citizen initiative against aircraft noise:
-- l..F].uch(en,,'ineevin h',}'elsbach)fron _he l)lannin__
departme:_tof the airpor'tco_'Iptmyin i:r'ankJurt(eoneerp.ed
with V<elsbaeher pl.anninf);
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-- Mr. E. Olseheffsky, speaker for the action apainst
the airfield in harlsruhe-}{eidenst_cker (workin_ to_:ether
with H.H. _'_uestenhapen, Federal Chairman of the Association
of Citizen l:_itiatives for Environmental Frotection)_
-- }I.-O. Finke, enf_ineer, from the Physical-Technical
Federal Institute in 9raunschwei._
-- .<r. H. Thienemann, manager of the Nordfluy, Company and
fli¢',htdirected in l{artenholm.
All of the persons mentioned reside in the survey area
or directly in the vicinity.
Since the interviewers also received numerous additional
pieces of information beyond the defined survey, an extensive
ouestionnaire on their experience was Aiven to them to be
answered after the conclusion of the survey.
l_oth sources of information proved to be helpful for
interpreting% and ew_luatintl the data.
_.6: Noise !,!easurements :
After the interviews, noise measurements were carried
out at the selected measurement points (compare 3.5).
A tota! of 3/7 fly-over,_ were measured in the course of
aprox, i0 measurement times, (chiefly on weekends). These
were recorded on tape (to be re_'istered at a later time in
the laboratory) and the t:£pe (_.Vpe of machine, possibly
_,.lider towin# fli,<ht, etc.) and direetion were also noted.
The results are found in section 7,2.
Table 10: I,J.stof Reasons for Interview Drop-Outs /54
::;rroneous Addresses (/):
S deceased
,-] _';,oved aw ;7<y
Y foreigner(no knowledgeof. Germanlanguage)
F incorrectaddress
Interview Drop-Outs (-): _
W r e fu s a i
R away on a trip
R never found at home (in spite of repeated _Ittel_ots)
]l another member of the houseiloldwas a].readyinterviewed
E time allotted for the study i_ad ended.
Table 11: Interview Statistics for Clusters and
Entire Sample
SO I/ sI F- S+ SI S+
s z Y
5!: 0 2 0 0 2 51 5 5 I 2 1 0 15 39 .9., .7_
.60 "1 6 0 0 7 55 5 2 I 0 0 0 10 _7 .88 .89
115 1 8 0 0 9 t04 8 5 2 2 1 0 25 86 .92 .85
53 0 3 0 0 3 50 1 3 0 1 o 2 7 _t5.9'.L.P_G
b5 0 5 0 0 3 52 2 4 0 0 0 0 6 _G .or_._,Sr._
D7 0 5 0 0 5 52 1 5 1 0 0 5 10 _2 .91 .81
1G5 0 11 0 0 11 15# _l 12 I 1 0 5 ,23 131 .95 ,85
,',' _ 1 1 1 0 2 9 /15 .Sq ._
.-._ 0 6 0 0 6 5° 1_
_' 0 2 0 .I 5 _2 5 2 2 5 0 I '11 _11 9.5 .79
'115 0 8 0 I 9 'I0:_II 5 6 i_ 0 5 20 8_I .92 .81
55 "I "I 0 0 2 55 _; 0 'I 0 0 'I 6 47 .88 .87
bt_ 0 2 "I 0 5 5,5 2 2 0 0 0 fl 5 50 .91 .91
115 I 5 I 0 5 _OS 6 2 I 0 0 2 "1"I97 .e<),9o
!
>T,'i_'J'l150:i 2 50 fl "I _ /170 22 22 gO 7 "1 10 79 59S .95 .85i
a
:: br:'_,iu.hnet die _u._,,,_'{'e};(_ncn, S_ di, _. pr_.uzipJe]] befra_,baren,
_'" i(, ];:l,.,;;_chl_",l bul'r_q,t_'n /_rc:;',',,2r: Zu den Clu.}tcr_ vs_. T_ib. 6
Key:a.S o designates the addresses which were handed out,
S the persons who can be interviewed in principle,
S the actually employed addresses. On the clusters,
comoare, table o."
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Table 12: Comparison of the planned and the actual sample
c Bumme
%eplant/ • b _'ahrs_nt;e
erziolt 05-13 14-23 24-33 34-:43 44-53 54-57
d absolut"
l,_iinn,_ z": 2 ,°/I9 38/3": 66/58 60/49 46/27 23/I 3 255/I 98
f l,'rau on : 2°1/1_t 38/'52 4'I/4"_ t_9/58 47/35 21/14 247/200
c S,_mmc 49/37 76/64 113/10i "i'2.%_/107 93/62 44/27 504/396
g re]f_tiv: 51/49e _,'it._cr '!/ 5 8/, _ i.g15 12/12 q/ 'I 5/
f l'rauen 5/,4 _3A8 10/10 13/!5 9/ 9 4/ 4 49/'71
su_::,,,,_c, 9/ 9 lo/16 23/25 25/27 1,q/16 9/ 'l lOO/lOO
__..
h "Gcplant" bc;:;_ehtsit:il_:t_f504 stlr]k:fra_;un/..',atw,le_ebene
Adrosse|l; '.erzie]t" bert ifIt die durch¢;_f[[hrtcn 398 Intcr-
vlc\vs (vgl. Tab. 11 ).
K'ey.' a. plmmed/attained.
b. _:Lge
c. t,otal
d. absolute
e. men
f. women
g. relative
h. "plamled" refers to the 504 addresses handed out
for interviews;" attained" concerns the 398 inter-
views which were conducted (compare Table 11).
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6. PROCESS]N(]TIIEST_,TISTICS: Z_
O 6.i. PunchinF the Data.
All _uestionnaires were checked for completeness arld
log,teal correctness (for example in branchin{,,questions
or in the ca_e of position numbers)i furthermore, systems of
cater.criesfor some open questions had to l::edeveloped(!.8.3, 25.4, ]5.2).
']'herewere gaps in the data in some cases (question was
for{tot,en by the interviewer or refused b_ the person being.,
surveyed); sometimes ti_eavera_:evalue of the individual
cluster was inserted here as estimated value in order to
have a co:"pletedata set for certain statistical analyses.
After punchinF and checkinP the punch-cards, it was
possible to evaluate the data _Tatheredstatistically.
6.2. hethods of Statistical Evaluation:
The data was evaluated by computer prof:rams(compare
table 13) at tilecomputer center in Hambur{;.
The concept for evaluation was directed to multivariables
and corre].ationstatistics, i.e.. the statistical analyses
were to reflect the total relationship of all variables
examined to 'thegreatest possible extent. This approach
resulted from the interprett,tion of reactions te aircraft
noise (and the co-determination by moderators) as a complexinterdependent struc u e ( s fi_.ures2 or 14 demonstrate).
The most important statistical procedures employed are
explained here briefly for those not accquainted with the
subject:
l.'.ultipleCorrelation: Relationship between several
"predictor" vari_ibles,on the one hand, and a "criterium"
variable (quafltityto be determined), on tileother hand;
the predictors are connected in a linear combination in such
a fashion th_vtthe c]oPest possible connection with the
crJterium results (maximum :i.)1 the beta wei_.h_sexpress
the eontribu<ion to prediction.
}"actorAnalysis: Computer procedure, definin{"a reduced
_,ystemof statistically independent ("ortho;'ona]")character-
istics, the "factors" {dimensions" or "axes" of an hypothetical
variable closed space) from a number of covaryiny (and therefor
partially redundant) variables; the correlation to each of the
f;_ctors(the "load") can be determined for ea('hof the vari-
ah]e._;the system of axes can ]'esub,!eetedto a rotation
in order to obtain the clearest pos;sib].eloads on the variables.
biscrii'.lination5n:_].ys_s:This den]_-wilh a t'_.ultivarinnt
procedure, noted, in which the individual,variat'.[esex'_mined
are calculate(]witl_such wei('_vt.sin a comb.inedquantity("discri'.",inationlune%ion"_ +_-_ t_e
..... it ., difference l:e t, ween
the compared froups becomes a sta_.istic.'t] maximum; the
wet;thisare _'iven as loads or l-elawr.'i('hts,
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These procedures are based on correlations, i.e. measured
the relationship between two value series,numbers (r) for
X and Y with positive values (up to +I) _ndicatiny. a relation-
ship in the same direction (Y increases when X increases)
ne_.ative values (up to -i) indicating a relationship in
opposite directions, (Y decreases when X increases); values
around 0 sic nify no relationship. Correlations are si£.nificant
(statistically reliable) with N=298 above r=O.lO) (probability
of coincidence "alpha" < 5%) or 0.12 (alpha < i%).
The main purpose of the evaluation was to determine
statistica! characteristics for the extent of disturbance and
annoyance due to the noise of sport aircraft; moreover,
the relationships between the study variables were to be
analyzed (factor analysis), the effect of the moderators
on the aircraft noise reactions made visible (multiple re-
gression) and the differences between certain _,,roups of
affected persons demonstrated (discrimination analysis).
6._. Form_vtion of Characteristics:
Individual data, constructed as an interconnected
block (for example, the statements for an attitude scale,
compare 4.2) or highly correlated to one another, are usually
collected to,:_etherto a total measure (summation or avera_inp,
of the answer values poled in the same direction). A total
of 14 such quantities has been defined (compare table 14).
The formation of characteristic values w_s preceeded
by factor analyses of the ouestion blocks; suf[icientlycorrelated, unifactorial questions of homoyene_u'scontent
were _<rouped<o£ether.
(..4: Description of the ICataSet:
All 81 questionnaire variables have been e_mpiled in
table 15 (two pa}les),eorrespondin£_in content zo tatle 9.
(i;orthe actual wording of the question, please refer to the
ori{<inal ouestionnaire presented in L_.a).
In this ease, simultaneously "abbreviatio::__s"of 3
letters have been introduced for the variables, frequently
emplo_,edin the result tables of the next ehapKer (reference
is made <o table 1.5whereever necessary).
in addition tO the answer scales, the ave_rafevalues
(N=398) and lhe standard devi_._tions(in-so-far as they have
been ca]eul:_ted)or, in the case of yes/no eue_;tion:-_,the
resulIing percen<ual values have also been supgglied.
The intercorrelation matrix for _8 variabl,es is also given
in t.'.._b].e16. These are the ]'earson-rv .Vravai:s"produc%-
_)omont correlalion coefficien*,.s (r) or', in-so-.f_r as 0./i
data are calculated, point [:iserial correlations (rpbi)
or" point-for-field correlations (phi). T,he_,e _,_.ota]:'les
_rovide a firs% survey on the results.
6O
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Table 13: List of the dcmouter Programs Employed
(I) Counter progTam (counting by columns) Of the Oomputer
Center in Hamburg.
(2) SP3S Pro<ram System (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences): tre[_tment of data, statistical characteristics,
n._ltiole regression; literature: Nie, 1970; Brurn_& Lapp,
1973.
(3) Fortran Proozam System according to D.J Veldman in the
adaptation of _. 3uski, Psychological Institute of the
Free Univers&ty in Berlin: correlation, factor analysis,
discriminance analysis; litezature: '_eldman, 1967•
Table 14: List of Comprehensive Variable Characteristics
a,:, _b.,::_,e]it('" aFra_oebl.:ib,:.el_tem'aI--_]2__(J C.U'F".... ;" ' ........... _.............. ...........
_n ;'"K 3-I_-5,6,7,8 05 ZWG 5,5,6,7I -- &t., ;'_"-'" "':_ 15 '15 GBL 1,2,5,t_,5, 6
' "o '-':'_ " 2 _b uol' d,2,t • :,, ._'_'.' "' " • " '),8
25 Si,'L I, 3,Ji,r',6,7,10 29 G_v 1,2,5,h
5"2 BSF I,5,'_,5'50 !_:F 1,2, 5,l_,5 118 ]_IE ED!I:I'IH
i.._i ;L' '150 _'"_' 6,7,_,;10,11 12
;Vgl. T_b. 15. -"lt,c::,-_"ver',_ei._tauf ale eiube-oge.nt_u Unt..?_
T:ullhtc de) P )P]'a(le.
Key: a. que_tion
b. abbreviation
e. compare Table 15. - "Items" refers to the subpoints
included in the question.
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Key to Table 15:
a. No.
b. abbreviation
c. name of the question
d. subpoints
e o scale
f. Reaction Variables I: disturbance due to snort aircraft
g. 10 SY.F spontaz,cous mentioning of aircraft noise
12 soontaneous mentioning of aircraft noise (question 11)
!9 FFK consequences of aircraft noise for communication
19 =:,_'r,lconsequences, of aircraft nolse for recreation
I 19 I,'FP Oh.!sic_l consequences of aircraft noise
19 FFS consecmences of aircra[_t noise: oain
19 friJ_,t due to aircraft
20 aircraft noise disturbance: time of day
18 ',3F increase in disturbance due to aircraft noise
10 Ki_ recen_ annoyance due to aircraft noise
25 neoative reaction of children to aircraft noise
h. ,_teactionVariables II: evaluation of the noise problem
due to sport aircraft
i. 21 SFA (global) annoyance due to nolse of snort aircraft
23 SFL disturbance due to aircraft noise
23 .3I,'8 listening to _ircraf_ :i..u interesting
3_ ASP acceotance of recreation flying
37 BSF ew_]ua_ion of recreational flyin,,"(neg.)
37 BS2 enjo.;'m_.ntof flyin,_
36 _oF understandin-,_el rec_ea_lonal flyin_
44 importance of t2._pesof aircraft noise
44. RFS importance of tvpes of aircraft noise:
importance of snort aircraft
16 imoortance of noise types
16 i{L_' imoortance of noise types; placement of aircraft
noise
• , ° .
r 22 importance of mmoyance
22 R:kI,'importance of am_oyancc; olaocmcnt of aircraft
noise
35 FVG air field as advantage for the area
35 reasons for the air field
j. Reaction Variables IiI: measttres for reaucing aircraft noise
k. 50 PI_' physical measures against aircraft noise
30 SI!_ socialmeasuresagainst aircraftnoise
31 social measures considered a_Iair,st aircraft noise
31 ohysical ....._• , ,,,e,ao re_ considered "-_'__'a. ].,_,taircraft noise
30 2PI,' si,<uin.,7a oetition for the air field
09 not sittin< outside because of ""....._'_al__r_ noise
06 movin:; a',:a,yintended because o C 'aircraft noise
39 GBS lega! li;:'.it't%ionsto snort ._lyln,_
28 exoected • "_'_"alan_aft hesse resnonsibil1_ies
A2 r.,x{demundfor !i:_uftationsto .fli<htrou_es
_0 ',,Ci0 limitations in time for fli,','httraffic
,11 desired *'" _u_.,n_sfor f!i<ht bannn
41 _q.]? deiT!,:Lud for bann in e,i.r]y afternoon
• 41 F:"I' demtnd for week-end :'.l..i ht barm
43 tvoe o2 fli._V_;s not to be limited
,15 ,_31,_ t)eri:;itfor l_trge_.-aircraft types
6z
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Key to Table 15 continued.
1. _.'_oderatorVariables I: living conditions and personal data
m. 4'7 GDB sex of person interviewed
4.6 ADB age of person interviewed
48 PIll persons in the household
49 EDB income of person interviewed
49 EDH income of.the household
4.9 i'.'_Eaverage household income (EDH/i_IH)
50 SDB education of the oerson interviewed
02 E'JH owner of the apartment/house
07 i_G own a garden
07 BTB own terrace or balcony
08 frequency of sitting outside (in days)
05 hq_Z orobability of moving away
01 ',IDO duration of livin _ in the community
01 W.DII duration of living in the house
03 ZWG satisfaction with the neighborhood
04. DGZ present condition of health
15 GBL list of comolaints about health
n. I,,oderatorVariables II: attitudes aa_d opinions related to
noise
o. 26 (LBF fear for healti] due to noise
14 L,_G (general) noise sensitivity
13 SEL individual estimation of noise sensitivity
_._,_ individual estimation of adaptability to noise
11 imoortance of living conditions
11 ELL imoortance of living conditions: placement of noise
27 _._L,_Lavoidability off aircraft noise
29 GBV Belief in the efforts of resoonsible persons
32 PKF personal knowledge of the air field
33 PEF personal exoerience with flying
34- I!_3Fwork related to the air field
o. Control Variables: data on the interview situation
q. 54 ]_I readiness of the person to be interviewed
55 understanding _ior interview on part of person
interviewed
56 i_,,iBreadiness for further survey
53 disruotion to interview clue to aircraft noise
51 previous information about the survey
52 duration of interview
-- day of interview
-- time of day of interview
-- name of interviewer
-- first refused
-- cluster of the oerson interviewed
r. The numbers refer to the questionnaire presented in Section 4.A
The underlined number of _mbooints was processed in a comore-
hensive characteri_:_ic (compare 6.3). ,_verage value (_) and
standard Ueviation (s) are for the entire sam ole (_ = 39S).
x.,question was not directed at all oersons.
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':? Table 16: _iatrix of the Intereorrelations of 48 Questionn:_ire Variab[
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I'KF BBF BS2 F_4F F;;6 F;'/'/ FB}{ ZC]:' BBI hl}]I"
<_ I 2 3 e, 5 €' , O0 -0 •" 2
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Conclusion of Table 16
Schlu_ Tab. 16
FVG VSF ASF GBS R}:S BWB DGZ GDB
&l 42 63 4e) _)5 t)6 _7 4_
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][: A_ALYSIS OF ZH_ DATA,
7_.i_ Demofraphy of the samp.l_ges:
To what extent the sample deviates in af,,eand sex from
the common denominators in 'theclusters and these deviate
from the averag,e data from the reder°i Republic of Germany
is shown in table 17.
The data demonstrate that %he portion of older residents
(60-70 years) in the survey areas is comparatively less /
and the middle-a_ed persons •(30-50 _ears) are proportiona'_ely !,
more frequently represented than in Germany as a whole:
this effect was _ntensified still more in the actually
surveyed sample.
" Some demo_raphical characteristics of _he study persons /_}_'_!
are compiled in table ii.
The data on education, income and home ownership document
the fact that the socio-ecconomic status in the cluster St.
Au_ustin-Niederber{',(BNN), an area includin{<chiefly officials
and self-employed persons with condominiums and numerous
larvaehomes, is clearly the hi_thestand in Erzhausen (_;L,_)
as well as the }!raunsehwei_',erclusters (PSi, BST,), the more
"countrified" areas, it is at the lowest level.
Erzhausen and Thune are also the areas with the ].on_est
duration of residence by far of the persons surveyed (on an
averag.eof 20 .yearsin the same house), while the other areas
(with the exception of 1(a-]{eidenstL_cker)are all newer re-
sidential areas of the past decade; construction is still
{'oinc,on in some of the clusters, especially in St, Au_,ustin
In summary (compare also, table 15), the population near
the airfields examined can be described as follows" I_2
years old on the averaf<e,avera_",enet income, about 1300
German V.arks,usually 1-2 children, i/3 have more than eight
years of sci_ooliny,chiefly the owner of the appar<ment
or of the house (SL!<[,and .%/4thsare the owners of their own
[<ardens •
F" ' :_
All clusters (perhaps with the exception of i,SF nnd _'X._'_)
essentially demonstrate the characteristics of auie_ su_-
ul ._ (conpare the maps in <i}'ures 3 1o [:_)and are chiefly
situated at the ed,_'eof field or forest areas (!}_%T,!;[;N
P.NA,EGE, kAl[,LflF)-- a situation which probabs]..Yapplies
to tl]ema_jorityof populated areas near recrcac%ional airfields,
and of course, havin_'ccn_.iderableinfluence on the evaluation
of the prob].emof aircraft noise, considerin{'the s_ructure
of expection of the persons-residing,there.
The resu]t,_of the aircraft noi'semeasureFmnts (compare
3. 5) are ,_um!nar:_:',ec it, _,atle ]q,
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They show that directly under the approach and departure
line (measured at a distance of 1.5km from the middle of the
runway) rake-offs can be heard on the avera_:e at a level of
714-75 and landings at about 63 d!!(A)_ at 0.5kin to the side,
take-offs were measured on the average at 63 and landinf, s :%
at 47, and the traffic circuit measuring point T5 produced61 d}3(A). " "
(."or comparison, E?',elsbacher measurements of 411 ._6c.flipht events produced values between 60 and 78 or about
65 dl_(A) on the averaL',e accordi:ig to Apfel and ,\leber, 1923.
J okiel (1975) sets LeqValues between Ja5 and 55 or a maximum
level of 70 to 80 dl(A) for lanJingfields),
The value at measuring point B5 can be taken over,
directly for the cluster in Thune (i:Si.))_ an estimated value
of almost 70 dl!(A) can be assumed for the cluster £ienrode
(!.SL), with take-offs dominating.
It must be taken into consideration, however, that the
measurements also included several machines farrier than the
usual recreational aircraft.
This noise stress is, without a doubt, lower than that
expected near commercial airports: for example, the average
value of the fly-over peak level for the 32 survey clusters
in the. ,!unich study of the '.)-7, research project varied
between _0 and i01 di.'(A).(compare Finke and I<artin, 197_).When a comparison "_z., made, however, with other noise sources
such as street-car noise, the measured sound levels do proveto be considerable.
i_'orcomparison, the ]_lovalue (the sound level exceeded
I,O.S of the time) for street-car noise is situated in residential.
areas primarily between 1_5 and 65 d_(A); for example, the
avera{'e value for the 32 clusters in kunich amom_ted t.o
5,2.9 dF(A), Fuchtan and Easka (1971_)mention avera_,e 1_
eq
values between 5:5and 77 d (A)for four partially heavi].v
tl'aveledstreets in [!Dsseldorf. "'
The aircraft noise ].evel_ measured in Fraunschweil,
are certainly clearly differentiated from the usual backc.round
level_ in addii.ion, "ouiet" recrcational aircraft does nothave a problem
direction from above) are usually perceived and one becomes /70conacious of the:':.
The acoustica! (i;ll.;.lmentioned here, however, siwu]_dnot
l'.e over evaluated, ',ince. 1_e,.. test measur_.,_e,.l.-_ '" had Io be
limited to a relatively brief I:!e'_surinrperiod and _'erveonly
as a ]"re].ir_inary source of irifor'rm_io:--.
'ih_,rei'ore, it; J.s also hardly possitle to a_:p]y the
resa] _s _o the other clu_ers in st:, ku_ust.in, !:.rel._,bnch ,/
!::rzhausen and karlsruhe/}.orchheJ.m. Only in a rouch approxi-
mation can ti;e followinr, sequence of aircraft noise st, tess
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be estimated from the available data as well as the position
of clusters: bSl._;I',[_A;EAH, _N}[! EG]-_,DNN; KAF, EGE| }5st.
The extent of noise stress, of course, not only results
from the levels, but just as much and possibly even more,
from the flig,ht frequencies, (compare table 5). Several
thousand rake-offs or landings may be expected per month,
and on some days several hundred in the ,_umt.nertimein ]!raun-
schweiy_as well as at other study locations, and in the main
tr:_ffichours, tilerake-offs or landin£s follow one another
at interwlls of only a few minutes.
Reaction _.oAircraft _;oise"
To what extent tilenoise stress described near the
recreation:_lairfields tri{[.gersdis<urbance and annoyance
will be exp]._inedin detail in the fo!lowin_l: (compare also
tal.'].e15 in 6.z_and the questionnaire in 4.5),
11 is {irst obvious that the surveyed persons consider
aircraft noise the most annoyin{_,co::-paredto :illother noise
sources--_utomobile, construction, railroad, factory and
radio noise, In judIf,in_,the order of importance (<luestion].6),
aircraft noise w_s placed a% position 1,6 on the avera{'e
(the other types of noise recieved 2.9 to 8,6.).
Some special local noise sources (hiy.hwayand railway
]I!S_,street-c:-IrsI-_N]{,partially construction noise in ;:?:[q
and railw:_l.']"it',!!)}ladno in',portanteffect on this order of
se(luellee.
%'othe £eneral question (No. i0) about di:{turtin£livin{,,
conditions, 50"_of the persons surve.vedspontaneously mentioned
"noise" _IndaS:;"sircr_-ftnoise"; to t}lequestion about the /-!_
type of noise in tl_eresidential area (Lo. ]I./12),even ....
'707, mentioned aircr_ift noise.
Type and extent of the consceuences of the aircraft noise,
especially the distur]-ance %o d",ily :_.ctivities, resu]t from
the answers compiled in table 20.
The most import;u_ta._'.pectof disturb_nce is the reere- .
ation'. 55._°feel "t.',oder_tely","rather" or "very", in leisure
•tir'.eoutside (on bt_leony,terr,_ceor in the /'arden,),l+()tt
consider their r'el_xt-,.tion_u_deveni:w:quiet (in_.!ide]ner.atively
mlfected; 30 or 1+I,:, hox','e_,er, t:',cntion tht_t they _._re "not"
affected.
(.'_henthe an_,_'ers"P',:tther" and "verb'"are interpreted
'as:,.nexpressio,_:of "con._ider_]:'le''disturbance, the ]-)ereentual
values of %( or 21+result).
Even i(-[also ment,ioned disruption'z,_o sleep, p:irtJ:_lly /7
related to the roone,uict <e_'pecitd.lyon Sund:_.J>'). -+
Also, obs<_:_c]esto cor_u_lic_lio:',t_'e second tt:o,zti,t"_--
port:."m_, _Sl,ee_, "_,re _:',entioned (on t}'e :,,vers_<c by one ot five
of the pet"son_,_ surveyed], [or ex_t;ple, the ncc_ssity of ' '
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speaking more loudly or turning up the volume on radio and
the television.
The data on negative effects on work are also notable
(and to readinr or thinking) with 16 or 28%; furthermore,
furthermore, on being fri_htened as a result of the aircraft
(205/,). On the other hand, pain and pl_ysical effects (e.£.
rattling) are hardly ever mentioned (max 10%).
The times At which these disturbing effects are chiefly
pre_-_ent can be seen in table 21 (tl%e data of question 20);
the times of the day most r,e_.atively affected are, above all,
noon, Afternoon and early evening,, i.e., aprox. 12-8:00 p.m.
How often the residents near Airports are annoyed by
-_ireraft noise is illustrated by the ouestion about the
_'lost time": 9% answered, "today", ck:i_ "yesterday", 24%
mentioned the past week and 1Of; the past month. (In addition,
59]-" felt that the "disturbance " due to aircraft noise
has become {.,rearer in the past %ears", althou_<h the number of
flights had been more or less sta,?nant since 1971, only
inereasinF, in _onn-i[anF, elar from 1972 to 1084; the sensitivity
_o disturbing[ effects of the environment has possibly increased).
The extent of annoyance due to the aircraft noise effects
examined was to be included collectively in the following
question: "i{ow greatly are you annoyed about recreational
aircr'_ft on the whole"? qhe dis%ribu<ion of answers, yiven
in table 22, shows that approximately one-quarter of the /
persons surveyed are not annoyed whatsoever, one-half moderately,(an wer caterories 1-5) and n -quar er greatly (c tegori s
' _ 4- " ]
6-].0). At the same time, the considerable _.cat_erl,g becomes
obvious (plotted in fi{,ure15),
A c,uestion parallel to this subject produced 5_[,each
for not/hardly and for moderately/rather!very annoyed (rather/
very" _.[,.,)')_,"In tI_i.sconnection, the total,estir.'.ntionsof
the interviewers (taken from their a,xperience reports,
.).G) are e[e_ --compare _ of int - _t .'.iccordinF to them .Sg,
appeared disturbed and about 1/3 expressed serious neFative
effects on daily life (also outside of the interview).
(']heitnpre__'sionsof the interviewers are coni_ruentwith the
survey dat'_) .
At lea_-:thalf of the affected persons thei_ ex]-erience
fliFht operations as annoyance, certainly to tl_eextent that
it concerns leisure time and recreation az home.
The quesLion also pre_ents it,d,elf here to _'hatextent
other aircraft ]"e,_idesthe s!_:allpropeller machines, of irrtevest
i_ere,cause the disturbance determined.
For 'thi_reason, in the question about the last annoyance
]_), the _ _" *-(:'.,o. . type of airc_a._t w:is to be !_-o,ntio.<ed; 2/"_ otthe person[" inmervie_'ed l'_ted rec_.eational/tr:i_nin,"/T'_'iwlte
_ircraft or similar answers and l,/[], other t.ypes (12', passeni'er
(jet) oircr_d[t, 9 l-elecopter.<-', 12. mi] [tar.v jet,;_ _nd _,_ other)..
According to informal data of the interviewers, tne
annoyance appears to be determined substantially in a portion
of the residents near airports by defined individual events
-- for example,the V._Jjet in ]_raunschweigor helicopters
(border police, police, e.g. Han_elar or Egelsbach).
Of course, how the recreational and private flight
operations are evaluated, to what extent they are accepted
as leisure time activity play a role in the disturbance and
annoyance due to aircraft noise.
The data yathered on this subject as compiled in table
25 now demonstrate that about one-half of the persons surveyed
have personal understanding7 for flying and terdtoward a
positive ev.aluation.
51% however, consider recreational fliFht an "eFotistical /74_
matter" (ouestion 37.1) _nd 5_% feel theftat lea.stsome
sport pilots net "like playboys of the air" (ouestion 37,4);
51'/.have "re,{sonsfor becoming upset about recreational flight
operations" (57.3)•
85% of the persons interviewed still want to "accept and
tolerate recreational fli['.htoperations in spite of aircraft
noise" (althou{'_hnot ,,,:ithoutlimits as will be seen in
section ?.5). In spite of this tolerant attitude, only _,.]
of the residents surveyed consider the airfield "an enrJchmen_
of this area, _n advantage for the communit._".
in-so-far that this was explained in content (question
) -_ibilities, IL_,_ecconomic35), 15[_mentioned the leisure.[o.....adw{nt_iFes,6_]a better reputation and h_]other useful ef-
f_'-ts(e,{<.rescue possibilities by helicopter).
[['heouestion can be posed on the imports_ncewhich the aircr_{ft
noise problem has for the _ffected persons in relationship to ....
ether environmental factors _._ndprivate sources of anno_;ance.
'[hesubject matter _'{iread3,mentioned in the _ntroduction,
that aprox, one-half list _{ircra.ftnoise spontaneously _.sa
ne_-_tiveenvironment_{lcondition, points to the evaluation.
Two com.])_ri[_onc,,ueszions(compare the _vera{[eelassifi-
c,'-_tioni ts.ble?h) now .<.'howthat :_.ircraftnoise is perceived
on tl%eone h:uud,tq_parentl_ as teina the most nef_ativeliving
r....l_t.1.%i:_lareas ex_u:Lined,_ut on thecondition in the ,_'_
other hand, :measured_{rainst<.vpica]sources of annoyance in
daily life, is _,,.,no means the most ne_<azivewhich anyone could
imm::_I*.ine.
•" • -__ ise p:-otlem,however,The impor<:!_nceof the _]._cr f_no
also becomes clear %hrou{'hthe f,'acthat 1/3 of th_ l)er_ons /TJ
i.n%erviewedhad si{,_:edo..nnti-noise petition _:nd9/L;de._iI?e
:_].i:._.it_tionof f].i_'h%operatior.s;the opiate.ason reducinF,
aircraft ,.e._..,(_will _e treated l_ler ( _n v•._._)in .....mo_ detail
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In conclusion to this section, the connection between the
various variables, of the reaction to aircraft noise is shown,
using a factor analysis (compare 6.2).
From the solution in table 25 (including 54% of the /76
variable covariation), 4 main aspects can be interpreted:
-- The extent of disturbance to daily activities due to air-
craft noise,
-- The evaluation of the (local) aircraft noise and of rec-
reational fliFht operations,
• _-_ e and annoyance due to aircraft
-- The _eneral dlstur Ln.c
noise,
-- The tendancy to undertake measures a_lainstaircraft noise
and flight operations.
To what extent the aircraft noise reactions described
are influenced by moderators discussed in the following:
_7.4: 5_.oderatorsof aircraft i_oiseEffects:
Since the reaction of aircraft noise extends from complete
indifferer',ceto very annoyed (compare for example table
22) and a considerable scatterinf<of reactions is also ob-
served within one and the same area (with the same amount of
aircraft noise), the ouestion oresents itself about which
non-physical factors contribute to the explanation of this
variation,
uoa,..rators,have already been /77Such variables, to.treed" "_
mentioned in the discussion of the concept of noise (compare
2.5 furthermore, I_.I)(analyses and results on this subject
,,7,r, _-are found in e.g. _;_'<.,research repor_ on the effects of air-
craft noise and in Scht_mer1974). The problem is i]ustrated
by a diay.ram(fisure 14 in accordance with with ]{ohrmann,
1974x.
The moderator w_riab].esdefined in this study can be
seen in tables 9 and 15.
To what extent the w_riability of disturbance and annoy-
ance _n multiple reLression models (compare 6.2) can be
dezermi_led by personality characteristics, especi_lly op[nion._
and attitudes correlated _o noise cun he seen on table 26.
It is then shown that 5 variables are important moderators
of annoyance about (spor_; ::.Ircr.....t) (S!b{, mode] "_in table 2():
belief in the (anti-_ircraft noise) effort of the respon__-'ible
perso__ .,_ (<]>Z),gener_:_.lnoise sensitivity (lEG), an e,_,tl.ation_"__
of the adaptability!to r'oise (SkO), belief in the dama{,iny,ef'fec_
to he_.Ith of aircraft .noise (G}]2:), and the fact
ewiluate recreational fli,-h< operations ne,,ative!y, fear /7.9_
annoyed I:¢_; i_, and c:e._'ire limitations, as we].l a._ the corres-
pc_din_' opposite Froup, and compare the tv,,o f'rou;,'s in the
rzoders'tor vt_riab].es.
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SUch a comparison can be made statistically with the aid
of the discrimination analysis (compare 6.2). Two analyses I
are found in table 27, one for the above-mentioned classifi- Acation ("VFF"), another for a division according,to 2,eneral
disturbance and annoyance due to aircraft noise ("SFL").
I'
The results essentially correspons to the regression If
analyses.
In summary, (and somewhat in generalization) the fol-
lowiny can be stated on the influence of moderators, i.e.
non-physical variables on the disturbance and annoyance due to
aircraft noise_ the affected persons react more neyatively
on the average, with increasing
-- fears for health,
-- general sensitivity to noise,
......-- relief that no auaptation to the noise stress is possible,
-- doubt that the appropriate officials are prepared to help,
as well as, at ].eastin tendency,
-- with increasin_ age,
-- with increasinf<time of residence in the noise area,
-- in-so-far as the people live in their own home with a
{'arden. "
The considerable scatteriny, of reactions to aircraft
noise i_ therefore not only explained by differences in air- ,._
craft noise s_ress in a physical sense, but also as an
effect of various personality structures, especially the
attitude to the environment, i.e. factors not directly I'
dependent on the extent of disturbin{_and annoying aircraftnoise. ',.',:hen considerin_ this subject matter, a concept for
noise protection can only be appropriate, when it takes into
consideration, the {'.ivenran[e of w_riation, instead of the
..... f'ative effect.':, (and therefore,reference to averaFe v,._lu(..., of no .
for example, a].[;oprovide sufficien< protection for the
.en_,l_Ivepersons in the interpretation of }:ryanand Tempest,
1971 (people less robust So environmental stress).
Z._l_.__C/L[nionson P,educin_/Aircraft [':oise: /8C
!he measures for pro<ection af'aJnstaircraft noise
realized or planned L'ythe affected residents, near airports,
on the one hand, and, on the ot.,er-hhand, demanded of appropriate '_k-:
officials, will be discussed in the following.
h9 of the persons interviewed reporz on secial aetiv-
itir_s.,a['uinstaircraft nol."_'e_b yond a conversation with a
o:_ .
nei_'.h'r.or (compare table _c): .ore thv,n I/3 had s_.}ned
pet:itior.-.. ., for similar documents ."?epared by citi-'_L,..,._ initiative,_.,
12 p:._rl:Jcir)ated in prcze _'_ ,,_
-._ de!".ons_<ratio.,..,a r_d[itlerlst
one in _:er: has p_,_e,.e,,_" _,*_'_.eoa "_€-'rsonal__. co<plaint, (in!y 2<3
howevr;r,has eont'.ideredthe consequence of movin/,away.
l,O,_:.:sib] e ;........ _re _-p,., .... icql me_, ..... []_eve] windows, _ot::-_,d insvlation,
or e_.rl3].ui."s), ..o,._V::r""_ _-' , are mentioned _".._.only a few o _'_the
Ferr-or_:] interviewed (._.....totnl of ].o.',_ and th_,"_e...... have a.. use{u]
effect only in._:Jde -'}-,..... (. dwe] lit;:,
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With respect to the success of such measures, as well as
of social measures, however, there appears to be little room
for optimism (as resulted from informal conversations).
A similar situation also applies to the activities
of the "compeZent officials". 55,,<of the persons interviewed
do express the opinion that aircraft noise ispartiaily
unnecessary and avoidable ana about three-ouar_ers expect
from the _'overnment or the local officials, one-half fror_ the
airport administration and atout one-third from the pilots,
that they r_o somethin_ about too much aircraft noise (73/71/
5C/3(<). iut on the avera#e, lest than half tel.ieved that the
responsi!:le persons are makinA a sufficient effort (35/61/ /_j,__1
OnLy one-third.then, _rusts the _'overnment. !n spite
of thic pessimis:n,on the other hand, three-quarters of the
persons _.urveyed support the demand for leFal limitations of
flir,ht operations, as can Pe ._'.oenfrom table 29, i.e. zhey
apparently expect an initiative of public officinls.
1h_s applies both 1or limitations in routes and in
time.
Furthermore, table 29 points out the times for whien
a bann on f].i{'htsis demanded, ']hemajority'is therefore
no< only in favor of maintainin;-mulet in the early afternoon
(]-3,00 p.m.) and ouiet at niyht (already after 7:00 n.m.),
l_ut also in favor of _anniru; fli_'hts on Sunday afternoon;
at least one-third demands this for Saturday afternoon, too,
and more them one-auar<er also for Sunday mornin{:.
At least half of the per.<_ons surveyed also have the
opinion (.qeetable 90) that there ._:houldhe no exceptions
what,soever_rom such li:niza'tion:"in fiiyht oper,ntion._(not
even for the aFt:led._'orcesor herder police).
,;l_enthe tines mentioned .for"a bann on fli;'htsis
especially desired for "recreational fliers or.private
fli#hts", this sl_o includes bu._,inessand commerci_l fli_'hts;
the l)ersonc interviewed do not appear to differenti').te
sutstar'ti;i!lyin this case Ins was shown in ir-for!:aladditional
cue._<tion,_], q?'e fact that tov,'ir,[ stares al._,o .'..hou].d ce
included u.qaer the fli._htsto to limited accordir,_"to tv,o-
thiPas of <he persons ip.terviev;ed is caused _,Q,'the circum-
stance that the :.',<tehinesemployed for thi'.:Durpos.eare u_'ua].ly /g2
perc,2ived>.9louder than avera_'e(:",oreover,the !)o:_sil.]ity .....
of metot v.ir.chesi._a!'._o:°.entioned).
;',t this point, a tr'ief mentioP is made of the actt:a].
]i,.:,.itatio:,::.: t.o f]i._'?"..t operations exiatinit _{t the locations in
tI'.e._itldj,'•
[-rnunschwr, i_ : :;o defined !i:'_itatior..'s_
7orm/'!i:.,.ni'elar. ir:,.fficircuit is no_ per:":issih]e].e_',.;een
] and 2:[}0 r,.:.. ',o:',]l,' f: ] i,- h *..':, _or .,"ore than
]/2 b.o,.;r:_ ;','.'t," r, er.":issi.lle_,_
/Egelsbach: No trainin_ fli£hts after 7:uu p.m., az_er z:uu
p.m. on Saturdays and all day on Sundays (from
hay 1 to September 30);
Zar]sruhe/Forchheim: iiotraining,flights on Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays and only those
flights are permissible, leaving the
traffic circuit for 1/4 hours;
Hartenholm_ No limitations.
The operating times are customarily 7:00 a.m. to sunset
(in the summer approximately until 9:00 p.m.). Jet planes
are permitted in ,graunschweig,and Egelsbach (onl._,one type).
Finally, for 92:.'.of mhe residents near airports, a
permission for lar{'ertypes of aircraft would not be accept-
able, as are all other measures for extendin_ flight operations
(see table 29).
This therefore also includes those persons who did not
feel annoyed by the previously given situation.
The following',results in summary from the data. Although
the population near commercial landing fields has a certain
amount of understandin# for the gliding flights, and also
motorized fli£hts and, in particular, accepts these as leisure _/
time activity, well defined limitations are demanded by the
majority (specifically, no fly-overs over certain residential
areas and maintaining<,auiet in the early afternoon, ni[,htand
on Sunday), which are then to apply to the {_reatestvariety
of types of flig.hts,as is the expressed desire.
'2,6: Results in the Individual Cluster_-:
The studs conducted did not apply to the individual
clusters, and with an _.vera_eof i00 interviews per study
location, statements for specific airfields are only possible
\.,henmade with 2rea< care, Some noticable differences,
however, should be _uentionedbriefly in crder to demonstrate
the ran#e in vari:v5ionofthe reactions to the aircraft noise.
First, fifu_re15 shows that the disturl:'anceand annoyance
(r'easuredwith the vtAriab].esS".:]and SF_ compare also table
30) were hi.,_heszin the clusters especially exposed to air-
cralt noise of ._}ie.nrode(::SD),Au[_ustin-center(i'['(;_)and
]..:;-Heidenstt;.cker(}AI{),as well as in Ausustin-!<iederber[_
[k];[;)and v:erethe lowest in ihune (._}$7),Han_,eiar(2[q{),
p.swell as !£F.elsbnch (!.{(;l::)and Forchhei:__.(}AF): ,'._ithin
erichcluster the scp.t%erir{:.(S) is considerable.
']'hese_tteri'n;ol the indie_rtionsof stress ].,_{especially
r,oticah].ein the "{suture}' clut_tersin St. Lug-us%in,where the
::e-.ativr_'e___ctio.nsin the clu.c.<er![anFe!ar(_:_;}[)near the air-
tol"% _._re less, :-:o:.,.<,v,,hat surprisinFly, th_-'.n in the more dis-
"t:_.nt clu.sters :_ui'.ut'.ti'_:-ce:_te r (][<A) :and ,,ze,.,_-z"" ,'__er_." (_-2:_;),
co:-_;:-,.re the r'..np i:', fi:'.ure z_,
She r_eu,"; value oi- anno.,.'::nce due <o the r, ircraft ::oJse
(Sl:'i_) or t.]._, sc:,le of ].O is o';12 2.0 for .=.!:}{, hut h.P ,q.nd 5,2
lot 1:7<?,nnd l[:}{;a si:._.i]s,_rcontrp-str_].?.oa,pplies_for the
- ,l:::or[1]. (_\.'=_]"_atlo, _', o] %_,le _,ecre'vtio'-.}_] _'_,..,i._-;-t..op.e-.,n!sions
, ....... r 1,, e.':';o.'_. _;S[' Y'/_:.(}:t_" esl_ecir.-:]_,_' : _ _"' _.... ... , ), or _-or .,:_,,._.._'i_d_,-'_tiont:
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airports.
1,11 In spite of the clear differences in the disturbance
data (an well as in the conviction, aircraft noise is avoid-
'i" able, and in the trust placed in responsib].e persons), the
evaluation of recreational f]yina (}:SF, VSF) i.q hardly altered,
%,
_._ and the demand for leFal ref'ulations of flipht operations
' (_S) is raised almost as often in the compared ,<roups.
_:-< Finally, in the comparison of the clusters the obser- _8_77
i:i_ ration is mentioned that the tolerance to the v,iven noise
i]!i situation is apparently greatest in the communities most
?!__ 'closelyidentified with "its" airfield, specifically in
_i_,'__ i[Aelsbach,tl_elarAest commercial landinK field in the
_" Federal Republic of L;ermany,and in iianFelar as one of the
_ oldest C-ermansport airfields (an example for such an effect
is provided by [th'ck 1969)
_}! ' •
I_._
....... In the clusters, I_r,,'Yand EGF.-- compare table %1 --
!_i_i the acceptance of sport fliKht operations is [<ret:itest(ASF_
!<i:). 93];each), the airfield is considered more frequentl.v as an
,;_ advanta,_'efor the area (FVq) and there is a ]ar,,'ertrust
_K!-'. in the efforts o_t"the responsible persons ((;FV),also the good-
!)! will of the pilo<s and the airfield administration (aprox
_'# 50"_of the persons surveyed in each case compared To nprox.
_-_ 20'Iin !.ienrodeor in liA-l{eide:ls_cker,as well as in Erz-
_:_._ hausen, w}_er_.-_' the airfield i,nproba];)a].vperceived more as
....... deiermined by foreiKn influence"),
;U The cluster co._:U).'._risonpresented confirms the previously
i.._ discussed _..,I_jec_, matter (in 7.h), that the differences
_f in di_'turlancennd annoyance due to aircraft noise is onl_,
_i_ p,_,rtiallvcorrelated to differences in the noise .rtresnin a ..
.... physical sen_'-e_soeiul-ps_'cho].o<icalfactors are at least
ii j.uatas important,
}}:!
_'_' 7.7' Coi.parison'a']thCther Studie'{.
_D ..........................................................
_._ It remnins in the presentation of the reaction to air-
i_! craft noise to :_k in what relationFi'.ipine dnta ,:'minedat
F};:
_i. the ]andin/'fields mainly in reference <o f'lilqltoperations
_,- with __::'_a]lpropeller aircraft stand to the re_ults at com-
_ ,'_erci_dairport.,o ii e the disturbance and annoyance due to
_._!1 .... •
i_i ihe no_:c of the lar,,'erjet e._,_'_'_)
_;_ii [_uchr'.comD."{riaonis possible in a relatively direct
,_+_"_' _"'_[]_-,er,,,,..,, _OeO}!t,'F.o.. nu:-ierous questions emploved_here ',,,'erea].r('nd,v
#:i employed in the ../<:])rejet% on the effects of aircraft noi.<'e
(compare lrlc "-{ridY.ohrm<_r:n,19(:[_,and gc!_mcr and _:_ehOmer-
_,1( },ohrs .
I,'-,_ Ta_,le)7_]'rovide.sm cor',p_lationfor ( char_cteri__t]cs
:,, re_,,ciionvaria!:ics.
9Y,
g_ ']'he :',., d:_.l:.,, athel'ed in .... " :" ....... ' u,,]c,, in lO,."_-)are eoml:ined
_:_,, i:_ tv,,o ,-roup_" :or ,,-.i,.._,p]iFicatio,,:'_; l{' c].<_,+_'.ters with ,-'rcaler
-_'" • '70 _,0•_'_ noise exposure l[ cd in <a"cle .,_-) had sprox _o _ake-offs
_! ]_]()d! (.']: for %!'.o]< c[I.IF'tOFF i_]c]._Je(l in "1u.t"t.hcrcare
m _;_re <(>[']_./-ov._.ruor "/0-!00db(A), "he aircraft ,noi_'e_rc,'_:_.
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i\
partial areas men_loneo wl_n respect bo m_-±_ _,u_u_ _.
in the area HHk (in another city section) there were hardly
any fl'9-Overs (for comparison: In the survey'cluster [_.,
I00 take-offz or landings can be expected daily at levels
between 50 and 80; eomp_re 7.2).
'[l%efirst results from table 33 show that the problem of
aircr:;.ftnoise near the examined landinF,field'sis sub-
jcctively just as acute and just as dominatini*<as a ne_.ative
environmental factor for the affected persor.sas in the area
around commercial airports: The value of _'<'" spontaneous
mentions (S_iF) for e'<ar'ple,is situated between the two
' _%_a_ and almost
correspondin¢_pe-.rcenta¢.esfrom the iunich _ _"'"
as hi..,'has the i{amber,<result (from 196(:).
The order'of importance _iven to aircraft noise as an
actual distur_:aneefactor in relation to other noise sources
(street noise, construction noise, etc,), also documents
this fact (nee the variable RI.F).
Jhen the disturbances in co_nmunieation(conversation,
television, etc.) _:_ndrecreation (YFh, FY;{:sc-_le1-5), the
results f,ained in this study are lower than the ._listed
aircraft noise areas of the OFt',stUd_',but (at leas_ for"
Fi"}'_)cle[irlyhi_her than in the control area, HHk; it is
shown with the mean wnlues of /'ener:'.lsensitivit,vto disturbance
due to aircraft noise (?-',Y].)that the residents near landin,', /8_'
fields do not fee! that the effects ere r:uchless r:e{':.{tive
than the popu]._-tionear cor:uncrci_i!airports.
qhe values mentioned nt the conclusion for the accep-
tance of fliFht op,er_-tions(or in the LFd stud.v: :;orto]-
" _rt ire) also correspond to the ,_ituationer'abi]ity of :._lrcr,-_ r'o -- *'
(,_:eeASF in table ]3)"
In ._-..ur,',mar,Y,this co'.'_.pr:Iri,_onof res_J].t,<"(s,o_uewhatrou{'h
and brief), thrtt]ar,."ep:.Is.°enFer_-zirerr'-ftdo _[.oducen much
_:reaterne.,}_tiveffect in the direct vici::it[;'of the t_ke-
offs roundlandin{*.s(es[)eci_}.].]__'for eo!'_,_u.nicnt o_,of human
]:ei.",,'s),th_inin <he disturb:incaru.n,,eof the cem:-_erci_.l.
l_indin_'field_:';the disturb:'.nce_::,nd:u_noy,'_nced_ermined here,
l_owever,c:_.nbe directly comp_Iredwith the ,.it-craftnoise
effects in the further _..urroundin,_*sof co_<:rerc]nl airports
,',.ud_re e]cr_r].y,.rester th_inin srer!srer'..ovedfro:",nn air-
field.
$2
/Table 17" Comparison of Sample aud Population with
respect to age and sex
b Geseh'., .,c"."a
c ;,Ri)-D_.t.".n : 15 _1¢_ 1° 25 21 6 118 5:?
31usi.er: ld rill 22 26 20 8 51 rio
_x Oq 16 q 51 ao
d _.drer:3e:: : 9 l_q ...
e _3cf..n _.,.c : q IG .or, 2o 1G 7 49 51
................ •_._;,D/,.-." ,_ _., [jt_Q t ! S _;1 ,qC)z f2.S JI:_}l I'b'O.C 11f "_:.'O--l'--",.r _t _'"'" .'IS '" o,',:" ,.;
far die B!d)<,j19"/,1.;. .,,,_ ,., ,_. 1"_ :.'.r,.._:'-,_,," ",'_'" 1°-70 T. _,_._n in aen o lu_.t:crn.£ ._t,_ L .. . ......
:_tt,,(r',tr,'t: :'0.! r:ur q.fr',m.m " .q-_:-o_ ,".,e'_e :,dz'-_'r_¢;:.
_O!'l'"\r 1'(,_ 'bO_"} t. qt:.'?r'*: "';:t'_ ]'_'!""":l_'r''
i:.ey: a. age
bo sex
c. data from the 2ederal Reoublic of Germc <y
d. addres3es
e. per, ons interviewed
.:_1_ data accordin_ to the Federal Office of
Statistics, Statistical Tearbook for the Fi{G, 1974.
cluster: 1798 residents between Id-70 years in the
nine clusters.
addresses: 50,1addresses hanued out £or the survey. ' "
perso:m interviewed: 3_)8.
Table 18: Demo:_raphic Characteristics of _he Clusters
m ].,,1,,!: " ,,, ]F_F
....... _,A !K;T l.L,,_ ]']',i_ ].:r?._ EC,I'I ]:A]tC] a .....,.'_ .............................................................
AI)I_ h]i;er 46.7 zl'l.'l 3"/.q :;0.6 tlO.$ t11.1 tl_;.q 414.6 39.8
& (J I);_ ]']:.l t;t]O f'" fJ /iO /l '.; !)1 ,_'_. ,';{3 li 9 _'i i;O, 11,_3
S!;!' ,"'_.,'." ! ;i:_ivc(.' (_.i. q,'l "11..[:, 11 . 1 1".'. (, qO.6 o.O. c,..{_ q.q.
}',i_ E_t":{,,::_c.n 'r_' IOq '_ 1 )::3 t57'.5 "IA5_ "It!!'.'7 12,.,5 1202 1::i!., "1',U,._.
1,',!.,; ;.:i.:'.b_:'.::(,n 'H' _,'.....,,o u'i1 8:",'_ ',")5 o,">._. 7'8_; 7,?0 ','J'/ _i_
' <:.I 50 78 7'>"' 67 6h 0 ._ >¢ _ 1i,,','!! ',.h,hl: :-ll'iqt.t,lri ,,) • "
]JJ]G t];lt, tt, l...*_(;._lj.t;', ;.', tf,O '77 '/2 5:J £_J O'l /Dq o2 [;t>
I',.:?O "Jo!:n4auer Ort ,._F._,]) ,%,9 '7.2 .5,0 '.),,V, ,_'(,, :U?,o. 1;;.a., 10.0
i','*'! t ,_, ,.4 ...... i _u< 2 ) 2 <D6 6 t) h _1 5 "1 D."i "lS._, fiL:,.t, 6.'1
'_'l'O",q'<'" "i"t" "',-.;:ur:,e b;\.;. ,]ic :',YitI:"'t'I:]:'C! lci) llittci',:urtO,-
I(k,<:,l;.L <LJ<:;1,:'o :,O,
uec fol.lowJl;' pafCe for ke._/.
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Key for Table 18:
a. ADB age
GDB men %
SBB years of school
EDB income of persons interviewed
HIE income of household
5Wf{ ownershipof home
B!_G ownership of garden
U.IX) duration of residence in the co:m_,unity
",qDH duration of residence i the house
b. Percentual values are supp] led, or the _ithmetic mean values. -
EDB = nersonal income of the person interviewed; _,_iE= mean
income of all members of the household. Compare Table I_
with the values of the entire sample.
Table 19: Results of the Aircraft Noise Measurements
in Braunschweig.
5
_0£-- Zahl ur.d Art C Spitzenp_g.elin dB(A)s
_u,fofidot [;bol'f][i,lc .....................
_.__',.2................-_ .........................
wt,,'hf. 75.1 5,0t[i 4.2B1 1_2 ,tn_ 6.5B5 52 nach 0
d
1,,. 52-Starts nachM (%eit!ich) 61.5 5.2
B4 116Stal'fizl_ach'0(scii.lioll) 64.8 5°2
h
Bq t|O ],an4[mtscn aus '4 62.8 6. il
B5 28 ].,'_udunccn aus 0 62.'j, .5.5
B4 26 ],allduniy_l_ atl.': 0 (seJtlich) 47,2 5.6
B_" 55%berfliicc ( ]_] P.$ _ll'lll] t] _ )' 61.t_ 5.0
J Au.-fiihr.,ni: dtr Hc::w,:ni'en: ]'hY._;t',:a!. -Tcch:_. Bu ...... :;au:;t:alt f, ratm-
cch\.:,'_ t;. Zur i.'.,c,,,chrcib',_u[, d(,r ,(.,,n ...... t Vf;1 _';_b. 8 l',::\';. Abb. b.
• _ _, "n ._point e westKey: a mea, urz _
b. r,umber and type of f, east
fly-overs _. to the side
e. pe,uk level in dB(A) h. landinff from
d. rake-offs _o i. fly-overs ttraffic circuit)
j. Cont',uctln the mea,':_urements ,]v,sioal-'2cchnioal
Federal institute in L_r':'_unsoh\';eJg• Co,mpare Table 8
or 1_. 8 for a description or" t::emeasuring points.
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_,oise: Tyoe m_d ExtentTable 20: Consequenee of Aircraft ,r
of disturbed activities.
a Gc:_tBrtb.cit:;--A.s_mkt b % der Anworten I-2 3-4-"
C FPK Fiu_',]'!r:::fo],':cn filr _!,,.,,[::un_at_on 1.58
Si;[Srunl:cn in" H:_dio_'mFfang 85 15 1.5
St[;mmt_,:n ].i::Fcrnuchb:ild 86 14 1.5
s t[_rt pi u tI.cn-/'Kp,_:_etton-}!5ten 88 12 1.4
Radio/i,'crn:;ci_cn mu;_ luut, er gcstcllt werden 78 22 1,7
man r,u_ lauter "_i::'cchen als sonub 72 28 1.9
stOrt Telefoaicren 86 14 1.5
FFR F]u,,]:;r,'folr'.::_ _'_r }<c.r_,neratio:i 1.92
}lindcrtEnt:;}anl:unS ur!! Fcierabc_druhe(drin) 60 40 2.3
stSrt d._v i,re_zelt d ._'i_Iir._(;ll a5 5 i} _-'[{1.5
.a L,]hindc':rt P::: E.n:-(,h.l;+°",, 84 16
weekt t.i rt.,,l nucht.'_ uli.:" 97 3 1.1
........................ {t0 P0 1 .8
man e,,zchrjcl't ,.:_cP.
l:inocrt LC:';,';l od,'r !L:,,]:de_,.ken 72 28 1.9
_%t_rt l,ci der Arbc_t {34 10 1.5
1.16
}_,._ ).,!_l_!!irl:foli-cl_: <jc'}::'._,r:_¢ll
man l.€,,ko:;:":t Kopfschrerzen 96 4 1.2
fuhrt zu Ohrcr,.;ci_:::er:'c:_ 97 3 1.1
f t>pp }'.lu;,];;";'fo]""n_,.. ,_v ._:_]iz('h............. 1.2"I
zitl.crnue F.:.:u_;-und Zia,l:;cr';,'_inde 95 5 1.2
)'].irrcn v_n },,cn_ter:;ci.ciben/Gc':chirr 90 10 1.3
...... _,..xi; (3), zje:Lli<:h
_._ l, ut.\,,ort'._ka:ia: n_c}.l (I), v,'cnig (2), r:::,ttc] ....... "
, (4), .';ell?" (b) stark I;c'::t,:'t.-i'F'_, F;_'E, I"},S ',alto YF!_ _tli'd1;','::;"
I:i( l'l\':il't_:b]t'i ::11_.; _.1(11 l::,tchl'O],#, cI:dCP i'klll]'._Cll (\'{:!. ']'a*b. 14 ).
Key: a. disturbance aspect b. percent of answers
c. FFK cor:sc,quence of aircraft noise for conu.-.unzcation
di,q:ruptionin radio receotion
disruption in televi:]ion reception
disturbance in listenin,; to records and cassettes
volume must be turncd up on radio / t_-lev_sion
conversation :m,as_ be louder
disturbs ze.te_hone conversatiou
d. FFR consequence of aiz'cr:_ftnoise for recreation
prevents rela×ation and evening (,,uieV(inside)
di,'_tuvbsleisure time outdoors
prevents one :from fallin- asleep
causes fri,_ht
prevents one from reading7 or _hinking
di,_ruo_s work
e. FFS _a_..2_*_ as ,t cop.sequence of aircraft noi_"c
he ad&ches
e_ir&ches
f. Fi,'P ,phy:_',.ea.[ consequences of aircraft p.ei:_e .
houae :.vul room ,,_'al]._, t.e.,._._e.
W.I.l!LIlOW p&lq(IS &n,i [llS;ie_3 ra_z±e
(continued on next :_a!-;e) 85
Table 20 key continued:
g. answer scale: not (I), hardly (2), moderately (3), rather (4),
,4,, _,_" and FF2 are
very (5) fueatly disturbed. -_I;_, ?FR, _.o
stmunated w_riables from the subsequent points tcompare Tab. IA).
Table 21: Times of Disturbance due to Aircraft i[oise
a ¢ _. / 2. m,,,m_
fr_hl_Or/-cr,'_ ( 6- _ Uhr) ........ 56..... 2...........
,,_j !!t_:'orgon,'_ ( 8-10 "dhrl
vor,:'! tt, a_::..' ( 10-12 Uhr) 13 8
,:_itt._,_:.'_ (12-15 Uhr 1 24 13
n_ch::.itt,n_;,_. (15-17 Uhrj 31 27
fri_h:,bcrd,t ( 1"1,-20 [lhr) 9 22
cp_:tabond _ ( 2C-2;-' D]lr) 3 6
n::chi,s (22- 6 Uhr) 0 I
2 0
ir,',T_er 7 19
Key a. percent of first and second men,ions
b. early morning
late mornin,_
morning
early afternoon
afternoonearly evenir,g
late eveniu_
at night
always
nev_r ....
Table 22: Annoyance due to ::oise from 'J_)ortFlights (di:._tribution)
" a b.' , .
"[_bcrhau_tnicht"........ "au_erordcnt]_ch'
......... _7,......... !L_______.... L_J!____.... ,-__',---,,---'---".
S_,"L 5,78 %: :?._5 9 t0 12 8 11 6 5 a 2 10
Key: a. not at all b. extremely
$6
Table 23: Cpinions on ReCreational Fli:_:htOperations
% 7
s Frn_eboFenvariab]en ............................
BSF (Neg.) Bewertunc,Sportfliegcrei / 2.74
B'35 Recht dcr Sportflicger au£ ihr Hobby (56) 5.9
.... ,-, , • U_9) :'.c,
i_'33IrwinGl:urd,zich_i._port_laL.)ctz.aufzurc6cu (56) 5.6VF,F Verztih_<hlisfiir.%_ortflicy,rei
FVG Flulzplatzint V,:,rt;cilf(ird(:i_cnd (55) 2.2
ASF Akzcplicrung Sportf!ucbcsr.tro_z l_[rm 85 -
• ,odcr Ant,,,oruen5/Ii/5. mittcl/e V[:l.Tab. "15. - (..) :' °'
ziem]ich/:.:chrdvr ._-_tu,_,cnSk'da.
r. •k_,y: a. questionnaire variables
b. b;SF (_Ic_:.)ewxluatiou of recreational flying
235 right of the soort oilot to their hobby
I_33no reason to become upset about recreational
fli,oht ooerations
VSF understanding for recreational flying]
FVG air field is adw_mtage for the area
ASF acce:_t:_nceof recreational flvin-: in spite of no_se
c. Cobb:pareTable 15. - (.-) = _Jof answers 3/4/5 =
moderate!rather/very of the 5-step scale.
Table 24: Imoortm_ce of the Problem of Aircraft Noise
qh_nLrcj!, c iebcn,ii_eal:,,Lungcn bRcngr,:'ihc ?_r,:;er:','.s.m
ZU v.','r._"GrU::nn]::_:cn/P;Irk:__.I Streit in dcr Fa:;:i]le .,2'5"
,,.t _ ,, [_. I'I1Unfr_.z:._±ich:_. ... .. 4.3 Sch]cchtc _celt-,::_nOc:_(:hi_'t..,,4
Unur,,-,",h:::cGer,_cl,e 3.8 L!irm vo:_ FJ.u_;zcu,_cn 3.3
Zuvic. _ n"ra 2.6 Sch:','icrJt_k. !:e: d. Arbcit 3.2
SoL!c,),"2 Vcr]t(:}'.,,:_vc:'bir:d• "5.I l'f_:whurbcitv. }[and,','crke:'n".'.6
Feb]c:.';< l-ink:_u:;::3g!ichk. 3.1
Dir0 F:(.fr,:{:tc.:::_ollt.cn (it(','cFgl(ic}::"ob;c;:tcin clne }{::ngreihc
brinl;¢': (Ncgat]v: _e:_ :- 1). Vt;]. ]'r_t:c i1 b;:w. :2:._ i::l Fl':){.ubo[;c_i.
}[e,,: a. Order of imoortance of b. Crder of importance Of
livin{_ cona_ tions a,moyances
not enouzh oar._o.. ... ,.a,,._l,, fight
m:frieudly nei:_hbors poor service in stores
unoleasautsmells noit_e of aircraft
• _oo ,:,_c]]noise problem a u work
ooor _rausoortation low q:lalitY work of
lack o::.shoos cr[_?15Sl;.eIl
c. z!IcoersollS interviewed were Zo arran::e in order of
l::.:por_:tucethe objects 50 be compared (the :,:cs_
nc;u'ttive= I). _:o:,:parcuues_i.on 11 or 22 in the
,_t_es tionnaire.
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Key: a. factor
e. i_u_.erentvalue
e. variable loads (after rotation) and h2
d. co:::prehen.siveconcept
e. conseouence of aircr:_ft noise (disturbed activities)
f. ewdu_tion of noise freer,recreational flijhts and
f!i,:'ht oper:_tions
_q. gener:._l a,moyance due to aircr,:_ftnoise
i_. moam_res agaiu_t aircr_li'tnoise
i. varzasie :mswer
j. orincipal cc::j_onents_m!utJ.on with varimax _,otation;
co:_:::.unalitiesset a_ 1.0 (back-up calcula_zons; h_:).
See z'able 15 for abbreviations.
SS
Table 26: Loderators of Aircraft !_oise Effect -
Zultiole b_egression
I FFI{ FFK SFA SFL BSI,"a Kriter_um:i
i .61 .50
_ ,v., 37 .25mult. i| .4"1 7, r .1t8: t .22 .12 .23 •
bet,_ r, 'b_tU!___.r..I beta r ..............
I
¢ , _ , / - °c;tm / - l ' / - / -'
• ' / - _ -ttara ,, / - / _01 / - -i / -
E'iS , / - -.09 -. / -_ 13 .'IO
eu / _ / i / i . Or:', .1 °1 / .18,.,._,B t
y,.;]{ , .JO ._17 / - "0° "_1"5t 11",,!'mtc; / aa _ .,Mr / / .'15
wp.o ' / .I/ - / .;o, ] ' .c;7 -<,,;, ' .07 ,'_5 .,_6 / _ _ / .I.51 ,_1_ .19
i i'3 3_ 21 .25 .23 5.9 i .'61 .a(,t .30 .ltOGBI,' i ..... , •
].,FG I .t0 .2:i / .t0 ,06 ]'18 , .'l _1 261 / .21
Si::C 1-.09 -.27 / -.19 -.tlt .-.31 ,-.q9 -.aO .- OO ;.27
I
• "r. " e_lo ",_Ol.-,,-,L,;.fiChtO [tUG ¢_.:0:_ lLu].tl_ftC"lwix_UY";'"'." :i.,
L_+lr.._ ,jr_.. . ....... ., ' ,I *. _,',_"_'"€'_ _7_jO_.it;.G Z'dl3 i(-jr_.jt:lol), t,,,u
de] I (/ = Va_,iable p._c,_,, _- ....... " ' !'i;) ZU d,:.u "'_": "'b' ou::itr:'.cll
oj.nftar'l'cv_ ]'D_,rfelctioncp. (aus Tt.b. • ' ..........
vii.. Tab. "15. Ance -ebcU, e,i:nd n'u'__zi l.;:ii:.il:rl:ltc_....... korrc] _d'i°nt'n"
,,. ey : a. criterium
o. predictor
c. 3e_:x wei_hts a_ _ne left in each case from a m_Itiple
*. :_, ssion :::odel (I= va.riable uot used), to the ri,.;ht
_ e,,:Z C
for comoarison t:;e si:r,:.'iecorrelattons (from Table 16).
See Table 15 "'or ;_"_ __ " On17 si,_nificantcorz'ela-
tions arc given. "'" " ../
Table 28: _gocial keasures o_ Affected Persons a zains_
Aircraft :.o_se
b c
c_ ,
Li]_.:,,,,.._o,_.... ..__-,-t:.,:,, ., ,_l,;...o,...-.:l
}etit. icn o. [t. u:_,tcr::e_,.:h:;en 36 13
]-.,>:;¢h'..'o:'d,'" l'i,'f :;c:.:',.i:.,o:_ 7 14
I': _.t. ;_,tl.;t;:J;: " i "_ :" :'to i .l ,' t:(:] .:,;'OP,] (".'(,rl q(.; "12
}_,;;2}V.,'t,l,,!(,'_.2: ',l.2!i I:,:t:h'. !: II. 'I
,.:,<'_le 1.[._ ]i: r'!; "_''".... ',,., ...":;."qqil4;II 11() '_{
I " ,c ....... c .... • t , t ,n - ,':, < i_,n !2 "14
l ,'.,qt { -),,']tl..'] .;', --','('"¢'_ I" ',>;,] ';r<_t;"'r_ r IO" ;..... _;....................................................................
el i,qt r-, ...... '"_,'_' < )t" - 1!_3_.! c:,. .r,_, . <.1 .), d ,{. ('..=1_.
I t':" _'!.':'<il: 4:7' ' (,t:_z']:!: :_: [;1",',},
See followin:: -.,),_:;e for key.
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O Table 28 key:
a. measure
b. carried out
c. considered
d. sign a petition or similar step
e. write a letter of complaint
telephone call to an official
_lace a oersonal complaint
talk to neighbors about the matter
attend a orotest meeting
join an anti-aircraft-noise association
e. Data on question 30/31. 2rooortion of persons s_urveyed,
who had undertaken one or more of the measures (with zhe
exceution of talking to neighbors): 42 _,_(variable 5_:2).
Table 29: Demands for ..imitations on Flight Operations
• Variable /
Generally for legal ].imitations 73
:"or limitations in fli:i_htroutes 73
For limitations in fli_:m_ times 78
every day from I to 3 p.:r. 57
also from 12 to I p.m. 19
a_ night from 7 o.m. to 7 a.m. 63
also from 7 to 9 a.m. 15
Laturday after I o.m. 35Sunaay after 1 p.m. 57
al! day on 5unda_ 28
Asainst oermits for larger aircraft 8
Data on e,uestion 41. - Compare questionnaire in _ection 4.4
Table 30: Plii:i_tsto be exceoted from limitations on
ooerc_tl ;q_fli_'ht "" '")"_.
Type of Fli_ht ,_for exception
:_port pilots on orivate flights 13
trainin,< fli-hzs .for schoo!in.q 21
towir.n take-oi'f:_for ::liders 33
f!i<hts durzn7 soortsmeetir.cs 49
tours u'.dinsm,_oticns fli<hts
(by fli,:ht companies) 19
test fli<hts by aviation or
aircra: t co:_oanies 23
advertising fJ,i'_h_s I0
flir;hts by miliz:_ry or border oolicc 52
The _:_erccn_aL;eof r,ersons interviewcd is given, who would
make exceotions for _he above-_::en_czoned type of flight
(question 43).
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Table 31: Reaction to Aircraft Zoise in the Clusters.
• I.
Table 32: Discrimance Analysis applied to Cluster Compariscn
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Key: a. Variable weights
FF_ consequence of aircraft noise for corr_.mmnication
FFi{ consequence of aircraft noise for recreation
S}_A annoyance about sport flights
3FL dis_urb;=mce due to a_rcraft noise
ASF acceptance of s_)ort flichts
DSF evaluation of soort fli_nts
VSF sympa_r_y for soort flyingkFL avoidabi!ity of aircraft noise
GSV belief in the efforts of resoonsible officials
GBS le;_,alli::itazions to sport flight operazions
b. discrim_nce function signific;mt. -
* individual _est between the cluster _._<rouos, ("t-test")..,.
sicnifican_ fer _his variable. - See Table 15 for
the varla_ls.
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Table 33: Comparison with Studies at Large Airports.
a SF],-Ztud:i.e ]_)FG.-Untersuchungen
v__,z!__!_.................. _K/L:_././__",---_LU_-_#m- _'_
(SI','F Spons_mnennun:_ FL) ('15) IO%, 5_% 29_ 60;_
RI,F L}irma_'t,.,n, Ranv. 1,'L 1.6 2.6 fl.O 1.3 1.O
FFR FL-!i'o]rqenr.,{e<onor. 1.9 1.5 2.8 2.1 3.O
FFK I,'L.-Foliren f.Y, ommunik. 1.6 1.5 }.6 2.7 a,O
SFI, St6rbarkeit I,'L 3.1 2.2 3.5 2.8 3.7
(A[;F kkzuptierburkeit FL) (83) 9556 66;.5 90"-5 _95
tl!lt k = Kontro]l.rlcbiet (o. i,'luglgrmbel.) !-;ambuz'g; Daten nach
llil e = Export. Gr,appe (n.:_i_eFlu::;h:Lfcn) 1RLE &. i/OI_.i_XA:;lI,19(,8
V,ab ,-- Area]e m..rg..or_n.F:cz'/mittl. FI.,--Bol. .'.;iinehen; Daten nach
= _ r,u,,ul',ba'.'_;';G!JUI'!."';!i-Mcd Arcale m. grolsor/sel;r i',_:,,)'].,-5el. """" '''|(CtlRS," 19"/a
eZu den Var_itb].en vg].. :"eb. 15; sic wurden in den Dl,'C-Unter-
zuchu_c,-.,n dutch diesclben Frrjgon(bzw. $I.'.!,'und AF,F dem Sin-
no nuch t';].e.icl_arl;ig) Ol)Orafiionalir,-i.ert;.
Key: a. Sport flight noise
b. DFG studies
c. (S}_F soontaneous mentioning of aircraft noise)
RLF types of noise, position of aircraft noise
FFR consequence of aircraft noise - recreation
FFK consequence of aircraft noise - co_nunication
SFL disturbance due to aircraft noise
(ASF acceptance of aircraft noise)
d. IIHk = control area Hamburg: data from(without aircraft noise) ....
IIHe = exposed group(near the airport)
Mab = area with slight or 14unioh: data from
moderate aircraft noise
exposure
Meal = _rea with great or very
great aircraft noise
exposure
e. See Table 15 for the variables. They were operatiOnaand
in the .,)1_ studies by the same questions (or S'IF
In the same sense).
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Fig. 14: Parameters ['orthe b'ffeots of Aircraft Noise
Key: a. AIR TRAL,'FIC
frequency
intensity
schedule
b. ACOUST'ICAL C,ONDI'rlONS
c. dwelling
ne i._'t'lbors
ENV.Li,tONNi,:NT
&Tf?e _.%
automobile noi<<]e
d. experience
attitudes
PIDR;.-_t)N
health
<;ensztJvi ty
e. 1']X,U,'IIN,113I1,I TY
f. soc__t],
psycholo_':ic_11,
s om,"ltie
de tFiluent,l],effects
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l,'i_,,_.I : 1)i.sturbance and Anuoyance due to
Aircraft I_oisc
Key: a. di_turbance due to a[rcr:ift _o]_,_e
b. annoyance caulked by recreational t.li ,his
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A definitive evaluation of aircraft noise stress (this
wan already demonsirated in tho considerations of the "Com-
Nox.:.o , 1963, cr Grandjean et al ,mittee on the Iroblem of ' "o_-
1969), however, is difficull -- :is was already explained
• in 8.1 -- and that also applies wi_en reference is made to the
concept<.``. "dan£er_'',.., "annoyances".and "disadwmtnF.es", assumin_q
central s_rnificance in numerous le,qalre,qulationsand also
in the Federal Immission Frotection Regulation (1974).
< AecordinF to predominant interpretation of these concepts
,_egulation(compare for example the ]remissionYrolection _'
Commentary by Feldhaus, 197L_, or tl_e ev_tluation under noise
a.,I._.cts_ _ by.i<losterkStteriO74),,dnn.,<erto health can probabaly
not be considered near landinA fields due to aircraft noise
or only in the bro:_dersense of ,S[O;-_nnoyanees,understood
as "ne_'ativeeffects on the physical and mental well-betas"
_ [uldas disturbing effect on performance, mutual communication
and recreation, are clearly presentl when not only losses in
capacity are considered dis,advanta_o.<_,but also (less material
the neg::_tlveffect on the personal livinA stste (e.£.
usuall.yhavinr,to close \_indows,or bein{icontinuously annoyed
by noise outside (on the terrace, in the ,qarden,on the
balcony)), 'then a disturbin£ environmental effect can also
be stated in this interpret'_tion,
.ihen the.interest of a representative, iutell_,,'_ent
citizen in a living"ov-c_,_],:_._.protected from environmental dan{'.ers
i._taken as a me'u_ure(l'e]dh:ms,1974, p,].2),it e:_nbe stated
in sunmar.vthat the population ne':_r landin.,,"fields is annoyed
continuously by airer:_ftnoine and subjected "to disadvan-
t,_,;'e,s;a substantial portion of the '"f,.ct:.dl_,_ons ass6
this neral,ive effect as considerable for cerlain times and
with re,_:pec%co cert:tin.'_etivities.
The nece.<.'sityfor ['lerl,,Ture,<_a_',<tint'[excessive airer:ilf.t
noise stress resu].t.,;from the evalu;_.tionof aircraft noic,e
prob]op\<,-. [-:,itch:"_e,<_f{klI'e,tt h[:t\'e;llso l+'ee_lderKlpded for tile
];\nd "' ,'
_,L fields for years (:_.ot included ._n the ileMulation
for the lroteetion A,,'ainst Aircr:_ft NoJ:-.:e (1_'7l)), and the
'edeF;t] _" ' _ .L_ , . -<:o\_.rn[_enthopes "to p:_,stin:,pgro!u'iute]oral re£ul
The ido_u'.;tc.outdes.lrttbleand achievable possibi].ities
in co_'II"ati.>],.,_[tircr:tftnoise, however, :tredi\,ert'(_nt,as was
roeenl]y der_on._'l.r:ttedin-[he i_odJumdiscussion on "reere:,.tionr,i
f].i:'Irt:\rid:_oi,<:e"tot:sen,-my 9, ]975); of co'.u'se,the de-
,."'.u]c,4<'., oI] t,he o,>u_ _i:liid, of pilot <` [ l'opre'.-o,_tod by, the _:erl:;[ll-i
Aero-O].ul" "?,_.C. -- <.-o.t. J'or exnr'.,p]t >. .I.............uft<-_,_ol't.... ....... ..'", lo'. '`- of
"fi_lt!..£.}Lq.y£Lq...:, 1.0','%) ,<tad, on the elher ;t:ux_,, the por,;-ons :IJ'-
t't)ct.t'd _'_' :til'(;]':tl"[ i]o]': -' (ol'¢'<q_lJ'Aed J.l] th(' ["edel'/t] .Al_<K}c. ifliiol]
".':_.,1<.'<""[' il'(]!':t!'l_<oisel SO0 #,'O"',t-'X:tl:]lqO t ef-erl ]9_ ,_::_<]i]'_'e]-
• -- l/O[,, si:!%e <:,CO!_::idel':IcIy:<,_]d{,veI_ the Fil!']ic offices Ci " " ,
nalio,'_ -- -_,i'oo!'le.n i_]volved l'n conl].ict-_ of i,",tero,,:l.
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Some information on the situation in E_.elsl:achis.given
as an example (the landin._zfield with the _.reatestnumber of
fli¢.htsin the f,'ederalRepublic of C,ermany)z
-- The airfield corporation apparently intends .moreemphasis
on business travel to the detriment of training flit_hts
and recreational flig.hts(accordinh to the "development
pl.nn",1971, and ?luch, 1975): The classification _s
landin< field class I, wi]] be achieved by expansion.
-- Accordin("to the State development plan in Hessia for
19c{0,exp:msion should put lLqelsbachin a position to
assume the so-called general aviation and a portion of the
rejional air traffic to reduce the load on Frankfurt
(compare Apfel and .,eber,1973).
-- An increase in the load on Ecelsbach resulted due to
traffic limitations for lighter aircraft at the lar([,e
airport in Frankfurt,
-- The expansion of motorized fliFht operations (up to 1955
only gliders) was already cause for annoyance zo the
farmers, v;hothrew hay on the runways ("hay farmers").
-- The citizens' initiative ap,ainst aircraft noise is a_ainsl
any expansion of fli(;htoperations (accordinl_ to Eppendah]
1975) and demands, ar_.on,<other thin:,s,a total bann on
_]i_i'htsfor the earl_' afternoon and weekend (but does
\vant to acceder recreational flying in EKelsbach) and
places emphasis on increased sound protection requirement:
the desired criterium is the Technical Ordainance or:.
koise.
-- There ]._ a re.'ularaircraft noise,commission (on the
patter:,,in :.rankfurt),inwhich the state of ]{e._'sia,
the affected communities (EFelsb.ach,Erzhausen), the
airfield eor:',pany,the citizen initiatives, etc. are
represented,
-- Since 1972 tile limit':,.tion'.-"on fli,:qYtoperations were
introduced, but onl'/for traininy flights (compare 7,5).
-- 'l]'e',_uecessof fli;q_tre._ulation_.' z'elate.dto noi.ne
p.,'otectiondepends r'.ain]yon whether the tower is occupie
:_nd by whO!1.
-- %he _.'_.:<_'orf the.co"_tumitypoints to a medical opinion
co,'u,.'i,.:siop.ed.u,,"-:m aid to p]nnnin,';,.-,onesxposed to hi!'.h
lev(,l::of noi:.-ennd not 2,,e_;deve.]opedshould also be kept
free of i_omes\',,itiqhe aid o.{,the de\re].o].,!':entplan, :)nd
an e:.I<_:::.ionof the "_irt'J,:;]dshould only ,_'eaccepted
,_n.le,'_ +_',,,.,,_.atpect o!" .hater',,;. tl"e \'.or,. of the _.'-,irer_-_t't heir:"
eom':;i._s_on i,'::eonv_derc,d ._uece'.',_:fvl('._:ir:'.on, 1975), "
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-- An area of new construction with appartment buildiny.s
.:ayer_ezch)was almost positioned in the area of the
approach and departure fliE.htpath (further expansion,
however, of this appears to be stopped).
-- Several hundred places of work exist nt the airfield in
E_<elsbsch(especially because of an aviation company);
in contrast, <here are no ecconomie advanta.¢esfor the
community of _!]rzhausenon the other side, alto affectedby the noise.
N,m_rous problems and conflicts of interest presented
here, exist in similar form at other landing fields.
,_hilethe pilots insist on the "freedom in air traffic
based on lef:zlre<,ulationsup to now" (iL3_ftsp_ort____, 1975
p._). the affected population demands extensive limitations
at numerous locations or even a bann on motorized fliFht
operations (as p_rtially in St. Aunustin); the decisive
conflict iT centered in the fact that the time in which most
pilots exercise their sport (perhaps the only time available
to them), is precisely that time in which the residents near
_irports are usually at home and wish to pursue their interests
without any disruptions (the fact that many f].]chtsare aimed
at areas with lovely landscapes servin_ for recreation,intensifies the protlem).
Under the._:_ecircumstances, the Federal Association
A_+ainstAircraft Roise is de.'m.ndin{la harm on trainin£.,tour,
tow'in__u_dadvertising fli<hts on weekends and ho]idays,
procedures for reduein{<aircraft noise, minimum of fli/<ht
altitudes, of [!OOmover ci-ties,otherv,,ise50Ore,and a bann
on ni_J_tfli<ht_ from i0:00 p.r:'_,to 7:00 a.I_:.(according,.toOeser, 1971.j,p.21). "
In view of the contradictin._:de',_,ld..o,ihe "lethalordainanee
on the teI:por_11limitation of fliAht operations with li_j_t•
airer:._ftand r,otorizedy.liders at landing field_¢"prepared •
I;,Vthe i"ederal:..ini_tryof the Interior (in coordination with
"[he Tr:iffic l..inictry) apparently represents :.{compror;i,_,e;
this sl:ou]d'take into con[;idcr_.tionthe reouirements for
protectin£ the popul:_tionns well ._.<the juzlified interests
of recreal:_onalfli;-ht,,(Vo/'ol,19'7:_p.lOl).
]{o\','we].]_does this draft coinside with the o_>inions
of tk.einterviev.'e(_residents:near airports? The re£_.u]t"
presented in det:{i]in 7.5 produced the fo]lowin._:
-- All ti_,e<:__.,uwhich :,,bsnn on fl_jihl:.+, w:_tr-demande,£l:ythe
'-';_joritv,l_,it_]<in_+ in1"othe eon[:ider_{tionin the ordin.lnce
-- It- midi!ion, howev(_r, letter ];rotection for early evenin.,--,:_p]_;'ox_r "'__
...... _,..].",. ..'+flez ....,,.00 p.m.. , is desired I for example .in.}'_re]:'b'_ch, _v.t onl-' for [rnL';iny f].i;'hts).
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@-- Generally, the majority of persons surve_,eddoes not
desire any exceptions to the flight limitations; this also
applies to test fli<hts of aviation or aircraft companies
(or demonstration and sale flights), not specially named
in the ordinance draft.
(There is even only limited understandin,,: for deployment
of the army, police and border police in the times to be
protected.)
Jhether an actual reduction in aircraft noise stress
b would be experienced when the ordinance is put into effect
will probabaly depend upon how consistantly it is interpreted
with respecz to the times, and above all, the types of flights
inc].udedin the ordainance.
Two unfavorab].eeffects appear possible:
-- The time limitations, of course, lead to a shift to other
times of the day; in-so-far as these are not the limited
evenin/,hours (e.,,'.6:00 to 9'.00p.m.) as well as Saturday
afternoon and Sunday morning, caus_nA a considerable
increase in the flirht freouenciec,at these times, other
times, in turn will be especiall,vne#,:ativelyinfluenced.
important for the ps,vcholomicaland physical recreation
of human b,einr:s.
-- ]f it should become possible to receive pernission for
f].iyht._ and fli,<ht ee, uipnent whici_ would be included in
the bann,'_in a strict interpretation bec::_use of possible
we:',kr',essesin dei'initio_(for enample in the limitation of
recre:_tiona], nnd business f].i_,_htsetc.) or deficiencies
in technic:.dcontrols with respect to sound protection
data, the ,._onlof stress reduction for the residents near
tl:e_irports v,'ouldbe more difficu].i,to obtain.
Such nr:_ue,,,,entslead to a cert':linskepticism with
respect to the ol?dill;lllceir]the case of the surve_,ed
citizen initiati\-et__:_sreported by Eppendnh].).
Since the limit:vtion on fliKht oper:-_tions at certain times
can only reduce lhe flip:h%frec,uencies io a cer_,nindeFree,
the reduction of the ,_oundlevel attains ,_'-pecialsi{'nificance.
]n t.hiscase, the ordinance ?:finssui:,st'ountia],mor_.enl.ur,,
due to the rer_:lal:ion on exccption,_ f'or aircraft fu].fil].inA
the i,_,crear, od ,_:_ound protect, io'.) demano, s.
] P,st t'ut :;ot ]ea,,_t, p,_-:yChOJo;'ical aspects --. such _s, the
observ-_Lion _hr:/t the louder aircraft al)pare:_t]y contribute
an o\'er-prol_ertio:la] :_r.,ounl: to ti_e ",,ri_:s]. of d].,t.-tt_r_:;rlc( _. and
annoy:me{,-- make it it,portent to interpret t:)_econce|d:
"_t'a_oof the ',_rtin :;,,,chno]o-.y"nccordin{,to envJronnenra]
proteetio,_1,J.t,.to place I_or(,_It']etde:'!:_.'.]dt_,not ov.]yoli
ne',_' per:'!its i-,ut _lf.:o on the prese:lt:]y av:tils!.:le aircraft
(cerrespondJn:.rccommend_tio:_,_,were presented by tI:e expert
cor.<r;J.csiot, TOm o;wJrop.::on-t:._l c,.uo:-:%loI1_.-; cor:]'.<ll?e :.tl['o $oki(_].,
]oF}). !_ip-"her 't:_x:{tio:_ o_. louder aircraft types is al:_o
der'<_'_ded i.3]'end:_hl., !.975).
1.ueh informal information from the interviews also
points to the importance of especially loud fly-overs (example.
'iowinfaircraft). On this topic, Rylander and Sfrensen
(1972, 1973) are mentioned, who be£in with a maximum level
concept for the aircraft noise annoyance at commercial air_]orts
-- specificslly, the loudest individual aircraft type iT a
determining, factor.
The fundamentalproblem,continuouslyinerensinf<the
extent of the aircraft noise stress, is the spatial growin£
to{<ether of residential areas and areas emitting noise, such
as the airports.
The interviewed residents near airports point to the
fact that they did not r,ove away from the city to live in a
noisy environment; ti_e recreational pilots present the arFue-
ment that the airfield wa_- usually there _efore. !:oth ar-
guements are correct in principle, but it must be considered,
on the one hand, that the air traffic has increased to an
extreme decree in the past I0 years, (conpare 2.1) -- proba[aly
more than even careful contractors suspected -- and in addition,
the expa,',sionof the ].andin_tfioldr was often carried out only
in recent ti!ne_(F05.e].,_b,,tch.1977; Form: 1970), but on the
other hn._]d,it "m_:t :.tlsobe stated that .Innumerous areas
exposed to noise, con.'_tructionis l-ein._-continued without
any thou,'lhy)as is also demonstrated i{_the sample drawina).
']'heconseo,uenee can only be to develop better po?sil:i.l.it.-
J.esof eonptruct_,.onpiannin{t,above-all, extensive .inarea.a.sin time.
lreei_.:elyl:ee:_u_sei_.u::anset't].et_.entscantor 1,emade into
oet:ien%bUllliers,sou:]dprotection r;easureson the part of the
r,:'eef.'er t;,;ilh resp_,ction to i:::nirsion) curt only produce a
reduction but no so]u%ion lo the probler_ of .qireraft noi<,te,"
l;ut the :ueasures on the part of ti_e trans>,ittor (the er_itter)
pr'oduce le,_.f_ _-estt].i;<,, v;]th a deeI'ea_e j.._] _che di,<_t_nee t)ezwecn
tr:_,n,;'r_,itl:or and rc.eeiver of the p.oi,<-e, -ti'e popt,'l:ation and area
p],:tnnin, .+ no,qr s.ir! _e]d'._" ;'.aim" in rit'r:ificance i!" exee_sive
::oi_-e r_t.r'cr-_, i._ Io be prevewted :_t lea_ in the future (con-
p.<tre on the ,"-u'_;!oct the eo>,-u:--ider.,ttion_, alto r+_]ev,'unt ]'or
l:u_,din. ,- "ieldr_, p,'etented l.y ioev:er, ]9.'.:.e, 19,_7, or the i.n-
forr':-tion f_ :.:andi,: +, t975).
'The _:ueeo_,z[7of :':ear:ureafor rodv<eJ:_.,,"ai?'ernft noi,,:e
,+f'fecT:'. i ,_., o5 eour._,e, !'or on].,V dei:en,.t,:_nl on >hy,oic:t], !'ut
o,1..':o on pr:yeholo.*ie:,! ::tc_or_-, irrt of :d], the extent of
the holt',- [: t ,,.'t?t"[:: :;u[:"., 1"? ,;otierlb!y dec,.'e:',z.ed but, :':oreover,
it. r::ty _,,+ i:':l)or'tg_.::t thai tit,., ].i:"it.",.l.]o:i:- ]:: f']i,..ht oper:,.ziou:-
:;_'u coniro]:t!Ic, :;rid Fredict,'t_,!e fo._" i-ke af.fect.(_<i pert:ont.,
t!::':t ,q re.,u!::vtio:_ -- _\'<,n wi:op, it c:':_not r::,.ti._:ty e.l] partii,,- "
:tP :_. cof:.],]'Ot.:it'e .... i.'-" ].'orc,,-'Jved .A,<: :i]l '2c_-tt'.'.:] qr)'eel'.e:It :llld i, <-
;'t:_int/t_:h_d; :'.]..<'0, :tit :'pl-,ropr'i',:ttv _ ]',ul-:] ie oft iec. %o v,hieh
c'le[_tio_,:<: or eo:.'ml:...it:tr e:.tt-. !c p>.-el:,e,,lted (:<-].:>dl,<_r in type 1o
lh,_ ort_,.t',df-.,.'.,_.>]_ r':[l,,' hrt\'e fl uf'eft',]. .+.'u'.'tetion :_<- reduction fl-totorr..
(';he ei'f'ec't of r:oder:_.Tor_,:" o.f <;irer,tf't noit?._¢ ef'feot p?.'e._-()n+c_d
1:_ '.',,, :t_ev,,-::lt, the '_'oei:,! ,'\'a_luation of the :_ir!_or_ <,iL-
tmt ion, ._:up,,,o;;"tc ouch co:_.,<.,.idera rioT.r,) .
0Finally, any noise protection reF, ulation is situated l_etween
two extrenesz If the basis er',ployed is that hardly anyone
l'eeomesill as a direct result of sircr,:-_ftnoise (as is the
ca._e with _)oisoned food), or employ the ndnptation capacities
of l_uru'4n tein{'7, there is hard]..,/ any need for restrictions;
however, whet, it is considered that even _eyon(" the direct
f].i,"htpaths considera_'leportions of the popr].ationfee].the
nejative influence of aircraft noise, only a complete halt
of air traffic would Ye a promise for an end to the stress.
Then, whether _,ea=ur<_,- ' _- ' ,._ such _s.._ the let'al ordinance
discussed, is evaluated as sufficient or insufficient for the
,9.nnoyances and disadvanta{'es 1o the affected population
studied and docur',.ented in this research, depends on the
premise of the consideration of values (compare 8.1)I it
Certainly contril_utes to "assurin,- human beinys an environ-
ment which they reouire for health and a diFnified existence"
(environm.enta] pro,_'ram of the Feder-tl _overnnent, 1971).
8.h: Con_,iderations for Further Research:
'_he o "a w_'
_,OCl_.l-]<.choloricalfield study presented h_s
produced nur'erou_ d<_T_ for evaluntinr the aircraft noise
problem ,'-_<Inndinf fields; il i_-"probn_'alyobvious th_.tthe
nna].ysisof'%he complex interdependent sl,ruet.ureof aircraft
noise effeel.son hu_r,'Inscould not he exhaustive.
A critic_srion the tontent of the _,ve_'tionnaireemployed
(which ;v,'._snot as detailed in so:",epoint_,_.sv,'ouldhave
per!',._.ps_een de._<irah]eupon ]nter co.,c,ld_.....tion) would lead
too f._l"here, 'his reporz, ,,o,_{=\__'_,_r,_:hou].d_e concluded ly
'_:everal,more fundament:_lre:qnrk[about further l'ege_'trch,
].',rociuced ('rein th,:? interpret_._tion of r'esultr:
-- ,,_urvey v:ithq pt:_.ndv.rdizedouevt.lO...ic_II(.",-,v,"., wj.llonly he
al ].e_o demonstrate the effect,9of aircraft noise on
d:::i!,,, l"_}n.{vior to cert'x _'_,. limits (ju_,t.. a_2 exl'_e_'z...<nt,,',",_-
in the ].>bora<ory); rea'e:_.rc}_ _uethods, ip. v,".',ieh "the real-
1 ire .'_itup. tJo,_ ....° and ,"pontaneoJ.:." , " reactions of :_f"eet.ed
p_t,..o,., in their eustoma',-y cJrcu:::stances >,re lJ.P.iled as
lil_].e as po,,_si_le iexploration.<:, oi'servation.9 of l.e-
h:wio,.', peri_:.'.p_: p:..._..iolo;ie:,,1 tel. er:etrb"; v,'ou].d hay._, keen
_,(;tl,er cap:.,.1"le _'_ dec, :'on_tr,'!tir., _he i e!-..-_vior:;.l are,u_
r,e_"a ti\'ely :!f.f'ect:,ed.
-- :]rof_.':-:-',_c!ion:i!vtudJe.__.(._uch ,_.7the one presented here)
_cetlirod 8",if] o,_1 co_l _ " "" " D..'I,']] ._'_sl _{'Cects o.f :lir(.'r:l.{'t
ro.i"_,,. :low no_.r-, -, l_roe_,_,,.:,i:,.; d_v,,].or?s should !,:_ exn!':ined
:'.' ]o'i ]tudi:m] :-:_.t'dJe_ (for ex:,::,p]e, r']_o v,'ith ;-,(,r._ol_._
v::_o fir:.,t '..:eyed 1:o _l_e _,ei:'h] or!'ood or in 1.he e:-_._:e of
_'!owe:_',_ru_lp;, o! rir<'rsftnoice condilie::v).
-- ..t rii!! :.,.ppe;'r_- u:_c].enr ho-v ;_.ircr:iftnoi:_e _ho_ld l:e
x,. th "e!:_tionchiI) %0 +_"_ afJ'ec_ of other
%vDe[ o.f ,'tot ,:',_ k o:- ";" -_ ,,- • !,._.,":d
....... ,. t,..,. , v,ith re,,--pc,e_ to the
rct_,et, io_'.[ _ cf %he :'ff_ct.,._d t'Q'F:'O'.I;,, ., I..._..: ].Y,[O]'_CI _!
o?.e ;L_(YL!",eY', o:'. [!1o ot!_cr }:p,:F.!, _.'.".der _!:e 2.,_'])eet of
COFT, r_*. ', . • .,.
...;.,. _].,,. :-O].vo Fro,,,clion re,ul:ttio::,;:
• \
o,,
• i
-- It must also be considered unexplained, also in the case
of aircraft noise, whether the peak leve! or frequency
of the noise events are more responsible for the resultiny.
disturbance and annoyance (this also has effects on the
appropriate evaluation measure, but also the strategy
of combattin£,aircraft noise),
-- ,'ihenthe extent of a noise protection reyu]ation is con-
sidered suitable hy individual officials (such as in the
case of the projected le{'alprotection re['ulationon.
fli_'htoper_tions with li_'htaircraft and motorized
yliders), then, _uitable social-scientific data should be
_athered for such a decJ.sion(especially on the structure
of the population and its density).
-- Procedures may _-'_po_,_:l_.lybe developed for political in-
formation measures (beyond what results frorathe area
utilization plans) to inform citizens at leas_, .about 'the
possible consequences for persona! well-bein_,before
movin{_ into an area sub,iect to noi:_e, so that such a
decision can be made after sufficient consideration
(C_( r
....peclall[_persons who are less robust in relation to
environ_.entalstress should be able to estimate expected
negative influences, wherever necessary).
_"inal].y,research should not only serve the purpose of
I)rovisin_: more data on what must be protected and what can
te protected, bu{ also contribute to the s_arch for an em-
pirical founda<ion and control for actual measures of air-
craft noi_e protocti.on. In thic interpretation, a type of
accompanyin{,research appears necessary, in order to observe
thm effects (and repercussions) of noise protection re{'ulations
and to learn from these for further planninr,of environme_ta]protection.
IO6
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